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ABSTRACT

As an augmentation to field training, the author identifies a need for

an easily available light infantry platoon combat model that presents a

realistic view of the battlefield environment. To meet this need, the author

examines the feasibility of developing a realistic three dimensional display

of a terrain representation on a personal computer. The target computer

provides only limited graphics support with an Enhanced Graphics Adapter

and all graphics routines are implemented in software. Three methods of

terrain representation are examined, and the Dynamic Tactical Simulation

(DYNTACS) terrain model is chosen for implementation. The DYNTACS

representation uses a specialized triangle drawing procedure written in

assembly language, the painter's algorithm for hidden surface removal, and

Defense Mapping Agency Digital Terrain Elevation Data. The implementation

obtains a display rate between 1.2 and 1.5 seconds on a 80386 based 25

MHz computer. The author concludes that with the addition of

enhancements that provide the capability to display cultural features, and

model the target acquisition process, the program could be developed into

a light infantry platoon combat model or a research tool for examining

effects of human factors effects on tactical decision making.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a three dimensional display

of a terrain model on a personal computer. Such a model can be utilized

as a component of a light infantry platoon combat model for training

platoon leaders or as a tool for conducting experiments to measure human

factors effects on Command and Control (C 2) decisions. Before discussing

the development of the terrain model, some background material is

necessary and is presented in this chapter.

A. BACKGROUND

The U. S. Army has identified five strategic roles for itself, one of

which is to maintain contingency forces for immediate combat worldwide

across the spectrum of conflict [Ref 1:p. 6). In order to prepare units for

this role, not to mention as a deterrent to war, the Army conducts

deployments to many countries (e.g., Thailand, South Korea, West Germany,

Honduras, etc.). These deployments provide training experiences that

cannot be gained in the United States and are thus necessary to insure

the Army is capable of performing its wartime missions.

To insure a trained and ready force, the U. S. Army has identified

several fundamental imperatives. Two of these imperatives are of interest

in this thesis: conduct tough and realistic training and develop competent,

confident leaders [Ref. 2:p. 11-5]. In order to develop competent, cor'tdent

leaders, the Army advocates leader training and unit training. Leader

training insures a technically competent leader, while unit training assists
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in developing leaders who are confident in executing their function. In

order to conduct realistic training, the Army uses field training exercises

'that are planned and conducted as realistically as possible within safety

constraints. The most realistic peacetime training available to the Army

occurs at Combat Training Centers (CTC). These centers and their roles

are:

" The National Training Center (NTC) -- provide realistic combat
training for Battalion and Brigades in mid to high intensity scenarios.

" The Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) -- provide realistic combat
training for non-mechanized battalion task forces in low to mid
intensity scenarios.

" The Combat Maneuver Training Center (CMTC) -- provide a NTC type
experience for units in the Federal Republic of Germany.

" Battle Command Training Program (BCTP) -- provide realistic combat
training for Corps and Division commanders and their staff. [Ref. 2:pp.
VI-1 - VI-2]

These centers provide for realistic training to units that participate,

but no matter how realistic the training, several ingredients are missing

that are present in combat. Firstly, in combat people die. In training,

except for training accidents, people do not really die. Secondly, because

people do not get killed, the psychological stresses and fears do not

manifest themselves the same way they do in combat. Thirdly, due to

resource limitations, the representation of the battlefield environment is

limited. The terrain and the enemy are limited to that of the training

center. There is not a significant number of noncombatants represented

at these training centers as they are present on the battlefield. For

example, consider how many civilians were in Panama during Operation Just

Cause. The units involved in that operation had to deal with Panamanian

2



civilians in addition to the Panamanian Defense Force. U. S. forces were

prepared for combat, however results indicate they were not prepared for

the Panamanian civilians and the impact they would have on operations

(e.g., looting, firing on noncombatants, etc.). The absence of these

ingredients in unit field training results in a semi-sterile environment that

does not completely represent the environment of the battlefield.

One solution to this deficiency in training is to increase the amount

of resources involved in the training exercise (Le., make additional soldiers

play the role of noncombatants and build more training facilities). Given

the trend in today's defense budget discussions in Congress, this may not

be a feasible alternative. Another solution would be to make use of

available resources, such as personal computers, and develop a computer

simulation to round out the experience of unit leaders. In order to

develop such a simulation, it must first be determined if a realistic terrain

display can be developed for a computer with limited capability.

B. SUMMARY OF SUBSEQUENT CHAPTERS

The remainder of this thesis discusses the development of a three

dimensional display of a terrain model on a personal computer. It consists

of five more chapters that address the following:

Chapter II addresses three areas. Firstly, it translates the need for
training in a realistic battlefield environment into a need for a combat
model which is in turn translated into a need for a realistic terrain
display. Secondly, it discusses some design considerations and why
they were chosen. Thirdly, it address the requirements that are
derived from the need and the design considerations.

Chapter III addresses terrain modeling methodology in four areas.
Firstly, it discusses the selection of a terrain representation.
Secondly, it discusses the Line of Sight calculations for the selected

3



representation. Thirdly, it discusses movement modeling on the
selected representation. Lastly, it discusses detection modeling in the
battlefield environment.

Chapter IV discusses the display program that was developed in order
to implement the three dimensional display of the selectd terrain
representatin. It provides an overview of the program and
addresses some of the implementation issues and resulting algorithms
that solved some of the problems.

Chapter V discusses enhancements to the program for the displaying
of the terrain model that will fully implement the areas discussed in
Chapter II that have not been implemented.

Chapter VI provides conclusions that are obtained from implementation
of the terrain model.
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II. THE NEED AND THE REQUIREMENTS

A. THE NEED

The last chapter addressed the lack of a complete representation of

the combat environment in training. Even though it is not possible to

entirely replicate the battlefield environment for training, it is possible to

simulate some of its qualities through computer simulation. A computer

simulation could theoretically simulate the battlefield environment more

robustly than in training exercises. A simulation can use different terrain

by changing its database. The enemy can also be changed in the same

manner. Computer representations of civilians can be integrated into the

simulation to provide a more realistic battlefield. Such a simulation could

be a surrogate for experience and augment a leader's understanding of the

battlefield in conjunction with the CTC.

The Army currently has a Family of Simulations (FAMSIM) that

develops and sustains skills for commanders and their staffs at Battalion

level and higher [Ref. 2:p. VI-4]. One problem with these types of

simulations is the modeling of the information flow. They do not

adequately model bad information and the impact it has on decisions. One

solution to exposing leaders to the problems of dealing with bad

information is to improve the quality and quantity of battle simulations for

commanders and leaders at all levels [Ref. 3:p. 52]. Smith states:

The only real way to learn at the tactical level is to practice
continually in a brutal environment, make mistakes (which often mean
getting you ego bruised), get good counsel, and get back in the ring
for another go. We can no longer afford to teach leaders the critical
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art of fighting with poor information during one or two high
reputation events a year. They must be repeatedly immersed in a
learning environment (like the combat training centers at Fort Irwin
and Hohenfels or BABAS ... exercises) and be allowed to make mistakes
without a reputation cost [Ref. 3:p. 53].

A realistic combat simulation that incorporates the modeling of bad

information flow would meet this need.

As mentioned, the Army has simulations that are structured toward the

battalion level and above. According to the Operations Field Manual 100-5,

... modern combat requires greater dispersal of units, the quality and
effectiveness of junior leaders has a proportionately greater impact.
Prior to combat, senior leaders must place greater emphasis on junior
leader development [Ref. 4:p. 26].

One way to place greater emphasis on junior leader development is to

develop a simulation to support the training of leaders at the company

level and below. Use of a realistic simulation at those levels could augment

a leader's experiences from training. Since developing such a simulation

is a complex task, to reduce some complexity its development can start at

a mid-level such as platoon level. Units that have the contingency mission

to deploy anywhere in the world are the airborne, ranger and light

infantry units. Thus, a simulation for a light infantry type unit seems

most appropriate.

Two ingredients are paramount in a simulation for the light infantry

platoon: a desire to realistically represent the information flow and to

realistically portray the battlefield environment to the user of the

simulation. Information flow is actually a subcomponent of a command and

control system in terms of reports and orders.
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1. Command and Control - The Unifying Thread

Organizations consist of people, procedures and equipment. The

people use the equipment and procedures to accomplish a mission. The

ingredient that integrates these into an organization and prevents chaos

is command and control: the bonding that holds the organization together

on the battlefield. A better understanding of this concept is obtained from

the author's modified form of Lawson's Command and Control Process Model

in Figure 1 [Ref. 5:p. 24].

Orr introduces and explains Lawson's model in Combat Operations

C3 : Fundamentals and Interactions. The Sense, Process, Compare, Decide,

and Act (S-P-C-D-A) functions are unchanged from Lawson's model. Two

modifications have been made. First, the inclusion of higher and lower

level forces and where they interface with the model is shown. Secondly,

the dotted box around the S-P-C-D-A labeled "PERSON" is added. All

external input to the person box occurs through the Sense function. All

output of the "PERSON" box occurs at the Act function as reports, orders,

or action on the environment. In this form the model can be used at any

level to represent command and control as it relates to the individual.

Depending on what level one examines, the only thing that changes is the

definition of the lower levels, higher levels, and the environment. This

model provides a framework for modeling information flow and the Command

and Control process in the Light Infantry Platoon Combat Model.

2. Bounding the Problem

To get a better understanding of the Command and Control (C2)

process and how it relates to the light infantry platoon, the "onion skin"
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Figure 1. The Modified Lawson Command and Control Process for
Individuals

C2 System Bounding technique introduced by Sweet [Ref. 6:p. 11] is useful.

Figure 2 shows the "onion skin" as applied to the platoon commard and

control system. Of particular interest are the four boundaries.

Outside the platoon force boundary but within the platoon's
environment boundary are the terrain, weather, adjacent and higher
friendly units and enemy forces.
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Figure 2. Bounding the Problem

" Outside the C2 system boundary but within the force boundary are

the platoon's organizational forces and their equipment.

" The C2 system is the platoon command and control system.

" The squad and platoon headquarters command and control systems are
subsystems of the platoon command and control system.

This "onion skin" and the Command and Control Process Model provide an

understanding of a framework within which to develop the Light Infantry

Platoon combat model.

As mentioned, the development of such a combat model is a

complex task, much beyond the scope of this thesis. In order to develop
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such a simulation, there is a need to determine the feasibility of developing

an inexpensive method to display the battlild environment to the

potential user: the platoon leader. Specifically, there is a need for a

realistic display of the terrain and environment of the battlefield. If this

task can be accomplished, then the feasibility of developing a light

infantry combat model that can be available to leaders several times a

month, not just once or twice a year, can become a reality.

B. THE DESIGN CHOICES

Two design choices are paramount to the development of a display for

a light infantry combat model due to the constraints they impose. One is

the target hardware and the other is the software programming package.

The target hardware is the microcomputer based on the Intel 8086 family

of processors. The software package is Turbo Pascal 5.5 Professional

which consists of Turbo Pascal, Turbo Assembler and Turbo Debugger.

There are several reasons for these choices.

* The microcomputer is readily available to most potential users.

" Numerous references have been written with Pascal as the discussion
language.

" There are software libraries for Turbo Pascal code.

" The software package is inexpensive. Its list price is only $250.00.

* The computer hardware is inexpensive, especially when compared to
a graphics workstation. Graphics workstations can cost anywhere
from $20,000.00 to $100,000. A personal computer only costs $1,000.00
to $8000.00 depending upon the configuration.

Before discussing the selection of the terrain representation, a description

of the hardware and software is in order.
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1. The MLcrocomputbe

The microcomputer based on the Intel 8086 family of processors

has been in use since the early 1980's when IBM introduced the first

personal computer. The Intel 8086 family consists of the 8088, 8086, 80186,

80286, 80386, and 80486 processors. All are backward compatible to the

8088 [Ref. 7:p. ix].

The operating system most common for these computers is the

Disk Operating System (DOS). A significant limitation of DOS is the ability

to address only one megabyte of memory. Of this one megabyte, less than

640 kilobytes are available for program use. There are ways around that

barrier, but that topic is beyond the scope of this thesis [Ref. 8:p. 7].

There are several graphics adapters available for IBM compatible

microcomputers. The one of interest in this thesis is the Enhanced

Graphics Adapter (EGA). With this adapter and a suitable color monitor,

the microcomputer can display up to 640 horizontal by 350 vertical pixels

in 16 different colors. With 128 kilobytes of memory installed, the EGA in

graphics mode can utilize a two page capability. This is useful for

drawing to one page while displaying the other. Once drawing is

completed, the pages can be flipped to give an instantaneous change in

display. This is a technique referred to as page flipping. [Ref. 9:p. 105]

The majority of graphics cards for the microcomputer rely on the

microprocessor to perform the necessary calculations for display graphics.

This setup is quite a limitation when compared to graphics workstations

which have built in hardware to take some of the load off the main

prcessor. Since the EGA does not take any load off the main processor,

algorithms and code organization are critical to performance.

11



Thus, the two primary concerns about the microcomputer are the

constraints put on it by EGA graphics card and its operating system. The

available program memory is limited to less than 640 kilobytes. The

resolution of display is limited to 640 by 350 pixels in resolution and only

16 colors can be displayed.

2. Programming Language Soware

The programming language chosen for this task was Object-

Oriented Turbo Pascal 5.5. This version of Turbo Pascal provides the use

of object-oriented programming and a fairly comprehensive graphics unit.

The graphics unit greatly facilitates the development of a graphics

intensive program. The use of the object-oriented programming

methodology will greatly enhance later development of the full combat model

as soldiers, squads and platoons are defined as objects.

Turbo Pascal has the capability to link with Turbo Assembler.

This capability is well documented in references on Turbo Pascal and

provides the flexibility to use assembly language routines where needed to

enhance speed of execution. Speed of execution is especially critical in

graphics operations since slow graphics operations mean a slow display.

Turbo Pascal has some disadvantages. Code written in Turbo

Pascal does not transfer to a mainframe computer without having to rewrite

the code due to incompatibilities of Turbo Pascal with standard Pascal.

Additionally, Turbo Pascal does not provide a compiler that uses the 32 bit

capability of the Intel 30386 processor. Even with these disadvantages,

Turbo Pascal 5.5 provides more capabilities than liabilities.

12



C. REQUnRBMEKS OF TH BATTLI ELD ENVIROtIINT MODEL

The requirements for simulating the battlefield environment in a high

resolution model, such as the light infantry combat model, are divided into

three categories; what the terrain model should theoretically represent,

requirements imposed by the purpose of the light infantry platoon combat

model, and the requirements imposed by the constraints of the computer

system. These categories represent the total requirements of the terrain

model.

The three theoretical requirements for simulating the battlefield are

listed below:

* The environment model must provide a terrain profile that allows for
calculation of the existence or nonexistence of Line of Sight (LOS)
between individual entities on the battlefield.

" The environment model must provide a representation of the terrain
surface, vegetation, and man-made features so that concealment from
observation, cover from direct fire weapons, and mobility can be
determined.

* The environment model must provide a representation of the
atmosphere over the battlefield in terms of light conditions, weather,
and obscurants such as smoke and fog.

A model of the battlefield environment that satisfies these three theoretical

requirements is needed for a high resolution model. [Ref. 10:p. 3-1]

The intended use of the combat model into which this environment

model will be integrated identifies two additional requirements.

" The environment model must provide for rapid creation of different
environments, thus providing the capability to simulate battlefields
anywhere in the world. Light Infantry forces need to train for
world-wide deployment to accomplish their mission.

" The display of the terrain representation for the environment model
must provide a realistic display that does not confuse the user. In

13



particular, it should make use of three dimensional graphics and
present a view as if the user is at that location on the ground.

These two requirements are important if the model is to enhance experience

of platoon leaders when used for training. If the model is used as a tool

for experimentation, the capability to display any situation anywhere in the

world will provide the researcher with a flexible tool that does not impose

undue constraints.

The target computer system imposes several other requirements on the

environment model in addition to the five already mentioned.

" The memory requirements of the representation cannot exceed 200
kilobytes. This will allow approximately 320 kilobytes of memory for
the combat model program.

" The complexity of the display must be minimized in order to keep the
time to draw the terrain on a display in three dimensions to a
minimum. A draw time over ten seconds is unacceptable.

These last two requirements become constraints on the design of the model.

The seven requirements presented provide for a realistic three

dimensional display of any desired terrain. An implementation that satisfies

these requirements will provide the capabilities needed for the purpose of

the light infantry combat model. The difficult task is transforming these

requirements into a usable product. The next chapter addresses the

selection of a terrain representation and its capabilities that makes this

transformation possible.
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M. TERRAIN MODELING METHODOLOGY

A. SELECTION OF A TERRAIN REPRESENTATION

The method of representing terrain has a significant impact on the

capabilitie of any combat model. It affects the ability to determine

geometric line of sight between two entities on the battlefield. Also, since

the computer will have to make line of sight calculations between all

entities on the battlefield at specified intervals, the speed with which the

computer can accomplish this calculation becomes critical. Finally, since

the requirement is to present the terrain in three dimensional graphics,

the method chosen will affect display time. On the microcomputer, longer

display draw times imply more load on the microprocessor in order to

accomplish display calculations instead of battle calculations. The end

result is a slower running simulation.

Due to the requirement to display the terrain in three dimensional

graphics, the choice of accepted methods of terrain representation is

narrowed to what is known as surface terrain models. A surface model is

one that represents the surface of the terrain in such a way that it

approximates the true continuous appearance of the terrain. This

representation is sometimes referred to as macro terrain. Macro terrain

refers to capturing the major detail of the terrain, such as a hill, but not

features such as forest, vegetation, and small boulders. A picture of an

ideal surface model representation is at Figure 3. Note how this

representation captures the attributes of the appearance of terrain.
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Figure 3. Surface Model of Terrain

There are three methods for representing terrain that approximate

Figure 3. The three methods are utilized in the Dynamic Tactical

Simulation (DYNTACS), the Individual Unit Action (IUA), and the Simulation

of Tactical Alternative Responses (STAR) combat models [Ref. 10:pp. 3-8 -

3-9]. Each of these representations are possible candidates for the model.

1. The DYNTACS Terrain Model

The first candidate to represent the macro terrain is that used

by DYNTACS. It takes as input the elevation of points that are uniformly

spaced at a specified interval. These points are grouped to form squares.

Each square is divided into two triangles with a diagonal going from the

upper left corner to the lower right corner. This methodology is depicted

in Figure 4.

By breaking the square into two triangles, it is possible to

represent the square area with two triangular planes, each forming a

continuous surface. For example, imagine a table with four legs of unequal
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a) Uniformly Spaced Elevation Points

b) Points Grouped to Form Squares c) Squares Divided Into Triangles

Figure 4. The DYNTACS Terrain Model

length. One plane (Le., the floor) will not intersect the bottoms of all four

legs simultaneously. Now imagine a table with three legs of unequal

length. No matter what the length of those three legs, a plane will

intersect the bottoms of all three legs simultaneously.

With the DYNTACS terrain model, these diagonal lines and all lines

forming the square are common edges of several triangles. The result is

a representation that has facets similar to a cut diamond. It is

characterized by discontinuities at the edges. Theoretically, if one makes

the triangles small enough, these changes may not be noticeable to the

naked eye.

in this representation, the coordinates of the three vertices of

the triangle are known. Since the triangle is actually a planar surface

when viewed in three dimensions, the elevation of an object located
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anywhere on that surface is easily determined using formulas of plane

geometry. To determine line of sight between two entities, again geometry

is used to determine if a line from the observer to the target intersects

any of the triangular surfaces between them. The algorithms for this

procedure are clearly documented in The Tank Weapon System. [Ref. Ul:pp

57-86]

There are several advantages to the DYNTACS terrain model.

First, the model provides the capability to utilize Digital Terrain Elevation

Data (DTED) from the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA). DMA produces two

levels of DTED, referred to as Level One and Level Two. Both express

elevations in meters. A data file of DTED provides the elevations of a

matrix of uniformly spaced points. Level One DTED has an approximate

spacing of 100 meters. Level Two DTED has an approximate spacing of 30

meters. The DTED format conforms exactly to the requirements for

elevation data in the DYNTACS terrain model and provides a rapid

capability to generate different battlefields. [Ref. 12:p. 1]

A second advantage of the DYNTACS model is the requirements for

memory storage are reduced. As long as the location of the lower left

corner and the interval between elevation points are stored as constants,

then only the elevation data need to be stored in a matrix. There is no

requirement to store a three dimensional coordinate for each elevation

point. For a large terrain database, this capability greatly reduces the

storage requirements. Most models store the data this way, as does DMA

on its DTED files. [Ref. 11:pp. 58-61]
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A final advantage of the DYNTACS terrain model is that the three

dimensional displaying of polygons is well documented. Any reference on

three dimensional graphics addresses this subject. The ability to find

such documentation is important when it comes to implementing the method.

The DYNTACS terrain model does have a major disadvantage. It

does not take advantage of terrain that may be uniform over a large

expanse. Consider a piece of terrain that is relatively flat for several

kilometers. Such a piece could easily be represented by only two triangles

if unequal spacing of points is allowed. Instead the DYNTACS terrain model

will represent this piece of terrain with several hundred triangles.

2. The IUA Terrain Model

A second alternative to representing the macro terrain is the IUA

terrain model. Similar to DYNTACS, the IUA terrain model represents

terrain as triangular surfaces. Instead of uniform spacing, however, the

IUA method utilizes nonuniform spacing. The modeler places the vertices

wherever he desires to represent the shape of the terrain. Calculating

LOS with this model is similar to DYNTACS with one exception. The

calculations are more involved because a determination has to be made as

to which triangle the entity occupies, since the spacing of points is not

uniform. [Ref. 10:p. 3-9]

Thus, the IUA model offers the major advantage of making use of

only those data points necessary to represent the terrain. In locations

where the number of data points required to represent the terrain is small,

the drawing of the display will be quick. A variant of this representation

is what Lee Adams advocates in building a flight simulator for a
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microcomputer [Ref. 13:pp. 243-280]. Ira that variant, any polygonal shape

may be used. From this author's examination of several microcomputer

games that have three dimensional terrain graphics, it appears to be the

method used by them.

There are several disadvantages to this model. First, the ability

to incorporate DMA DTED is limited. Without developing a program that can

convert DTED to a format for this representation, DTED is of no use. That

means that someone has to create the data points for a given piece of

terrain. This disadvantage would significantly affect the ability to rapidly

develop different scenarios. Another problem, already discussed, was the

amount of computation required to determine what triangle the entity

occupies. In a similar fashion, LOS calculations would become difficult as

a search would be required to determine which triangles are between the

observer and target. These disadvantages are significant.

3. The STAR Terrain Model

The third alternative for representing macro terrain is the

representation used by the STAR combat model. The STAR terrain model

is parametric in nature. Instead of using stored digital data for

elevations, the STAR model uses a slightly altered bivariate normal

probability density function to represent a hill mass. Several of these

equations together can represent a battlefield. To represent a piece of

real terrain it is necessary to fit these parametric equations to a contour

map. [Ref. 14:p. 7]

The advantage of this representation is that it reduces the

amount of storage required to represent terrain. For a ten kilometer by
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DYNTACS terrain model is the model of choice for representing the macro

terrain.

5. Simulating the Micro Terrain

The DTED does not provide high enough resolution to capture the

small folds in the terrain. The macro terrain is represented by planes

with smooth surfaces. In order to simulate the micro environment, an

additional technique is needed. Placing a soldier in a deliberate prepared

position is relatively easy; simply change his height. The real issue is a

method of representing the somewhat random folds in terrain a soldier or

vehicle on the move would be able to find when engaged by an enemy

force.

Documentation on the STAR terrain model does not address this

issu.e, but the DYNTACS terrain model does. In the DYNTACS model a

random adjustment is made to an object's elevation based on a Monte Carlo

process. This adjustment can be a positive or negative adjustment. In

order to accomplish this procedure, a normal probability distribution is

used. The variance for this distribution is determined from a table of

predictions that are output from a separate model: the Environmental

Model. A similar technique is appropriate for the terrain model being

developed. [Ref. 11:pp. 73-76]

6. Representing Forest and Other Terrain Features

There are three methods of representing forest and other terrain

features such as man-made objects:

* Account for all trees and man-made objects individually.
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" Assign a code to each triangle that indicates the type of feature, its
height, and effmct on line of sight. This is similar to the technique
used on a hex grid terrain model.

" Represent forest and built up areas by a geometric shape, such as an
ellipse, that is fitted to terrain areas as appropriate. The DYNTACS
and STAR terrain models use this technique.

Accounting for all features on the battlefield is not an option on

a microcomputer unless the number of trees and man-made objects is small.

The memory requirements for any substantial number of objects would be

prohibitive. Since the model is to be used to represent various locations

in the world, some locations will have numerous objects. Thus, this

technique can be eliminated.

The remaining two choices are possible solutions for the

microcomputer environment. The assignment of a code to each triangle

would not only allow the addition of the feature height to the surface

height when calculating LOS, but it would also allow for the ability to draw

the features in that triangle when it is displayed. The other option, using

geometric shapes, is feasible, but would be more difficult to implement in

terms of drawing the features. This difficulty becomes more evident when

one examines the mechanics of displaying the terrain. This topic is

addressed in Chapter V.

Once a method is decided upon, there is still the question of the

data source for the forests and man-made objects. One option is to use

maps of the area of interest. Another option is to use DMA Digital Feature

Analysis Data (DFAD). Similar to DTED, DMA produces two levels of DFAD

data: Level One and Level Two. Level One DFAD approximates the density

of 1:200,000 scale cartographic products. Level Two DFAD approximates the
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density of a 1:50,000 scale cartographic product. Again, due to the

microcomputer memory constraints, use of DFAD may be prohibitive. These

are alternatives that need further examination beyond the scope of this

thesis. [Ref. 15:pp. 1-2]

B. LINE OF SIGHT CALCULATIONS FOR THE DYNTACS TERRAIN MODEL

Since the DYNTACS terrain model is the model of choice for

representing the macro terrain, it is appropriate to explain the calculation

of LOS. In order to calculate LOS, the elevation of the observer and the

target have to be determined. Once this information is determined, a check

is made to see if the observer has geometric LOS to the target.

1. Determining Elevation at a Location on the Terrain Model

Calculation of the elevation for a point on the surface of the

terrain is relatively easy if the data are stored in the correct format.

This format involves arranging the elevation data into an array. In order

to cut down on calculations, the elevation data should be divided by the

interval between the elevation points before storing in the array. This

scaling allows the indexes in the array and the data to be on the same

scale.

To illustrate this scaling and the elevation routine, a step by step

example is given. This example will be kept simple and will use only a

two-by-two array shown in Table I. The coordinate system used in Table

I is the left-handed coordinate system. To visualize this coordinate

system, imagine you are facing North. If you are standing at the origin,

the positive z axis is straight ahead to the North. To your right, or the

East, is the positive x direction. Straight up is the positive y axis. It is
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the z coordinate that adds the third dimension or depth. This is the world

coordinate system that will be used throughout this thesis. Finally, notice

that the x and z interval between data points in Table I is 100 meters.

TABLE I. ELEVATION DATA FOR EXAMPLE

X Z Y
DATA COORDINATE COORDINATE ELEVATION

POINT NO. (METERS) (METERS) (METERS)

1 0 0 130

2 0 100 140

3 100 0 135

4 100 100 120

If the data in Table I are organized into an array structure, some

of the data stored can be eliminated since the points are uniformly spaced.

An array that has the same information is at Table II. Notice that the only

data stored in the array are the elevation data which have been scaled by

dividing by 100. The i index corresponds to the x coordinate divided by

100. The j index corresponds to the z coordinate divided by 100. Table

II provides the same information as Table I, but requires less memory for

storage. The only data stored are the elevation data. The location in the

array provides the other two coordinates. Using this technique, the

memory storage requirements are reduced by two-thirds of the requirement

for Table I.

The method of data presentation in Table II is the same as if the

points were arranged on the ground and the reader was above the ground

looking down at the points. The top of the paper is North. Using the
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TABLE n. ELEVATION DATA ARRANGED IN AN ARRAY

............ . . ......... . ................."'" " .........................."" "

1.40 1.20

DYNTACS methodology, the two by two array would only represent one

square divided into two triangles. Assuming the bottom left corner of this

square is referred to as (i j), the lower triangle would consists of (i,j),

(i,j+1), and (i+1,j). The upper triangle would be formed with the triple

(i+1,j+1), (i,j+1), and (i+1,j). Substituting i=0 and j=0 into the above triples

gives the correct indices into the array for the appropriate triangles.

Continuing the example, assume that an observer is located at

world coordinates x = 0.02 and z = 0.02 and a target is located at x =0.8

and z =0.8. Target and observer heights are both 0.018. These world

coordinates and heights are in hundreds of meters, the same scaling as the

array. Does a LOS exist? To answer this question, first, one must

determine the elevations at the locations of the target and the observer.

The steps to determining the elevation are:

•Determine the triangle, either the upper or lower, in which the
observer or target is located by using equation 1 below.

* If the entity is in the lower triangle use equation 2A below.

* If the entity is in the upper triangle use equation 2B below. [Ref.

11:63]

Equation 1 is a condition statement. It is
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The values for i and j are easily determined by truncating the fractional

portion of the x and z location of the observer. The remaining integers

are the indices. Equation 2A is

Equation 2B is

yoft- Y j+(xok-w(y.l,,j-y +(Yob-f)(y j+,-y4

In these equations, the y values are the elevation for a location

identified by the subscript. The subscripts i and j are indices into the

array table. To determine the elevation of the target, wherever the

formula uses observer information, use target information.

Continuing with the example, using equation 1 reveals that the

observer is in the lower triangle ((.2+.2) is less than (0+0+1)). Since the

observer is in the lower triangle, the ground elevation at his location is

1.30 + (0.2 - OXI.35 - 1.3) + (0. - OX.4 - 1.3) - 1.33

Using the same procedure, the target is determined to be in the upper

triangle and its ground elevation is 1.27.
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The next step is to add the respective heights of the target and

observer to their ground elevations. If micro terrain effects are to be

included, then this positive or negative value must be added also. For

this example, micro terrain effects will not be included. Therefore, the

determined elevations of the top of the observer and target are:

zklmw ew ,- 1.33 + 0.18 - 1.51
Uleve 4V - 1.27 + 0.18 - 1.45

2. Line of Sight Routine

In the last section, determination of the elevations of a target and

observer were illustrated. In order to determine if geometric LOS exist

between an observer and a target, two additional procedures are required.

First, the model needs a procedure to determine where a top down

projection of the LOS onto the terrain model intersects the edges of the

triangular planes.

Figure 5 presents two views of a situation for determining LOS

between an observer and two targets. The side view shows that the LOS

exists to target one but not to target two. From the top-down view this

is not obvious. What is depicted in the top-down view are the

intersections of the LOS projection onto the edges of the triangular planes.

The DYNTACS model refers to these edges as "plane departure points." It

is at the plane departure points that the maximum and minimum elevations

occur. If the elevations of the entry and exit points of the plane are less

than the elevation of the LOS line at those points (see side views), then

any point between the entry and exit point is below the LOS line. In
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other words, all the model needs to check are the plane departure points

between the observer and target. If all of these are below the LOS line,

geometric LOS exists. Therefore, the model needs a procedure to determine

the plane departure points between the observer and the target. [Ref. L:p.

78]

tL

Top Down View

Obs LOS Tgt Obs-Q, _a...__ 0s LOS , Tg t 0

Side View Tgt 1. Side View Tgt 2
Figure 5. Line of Sight From Observer to Targets

Once the model determines the plane departure points, it requires

a second procedure to determine if LOS exist. The procedure needs to

check each plane departure point's elevation against the elevation of the

LOS line at the same x and z location. Before doing this, if the triangle

has been coded as having vegetation, then the vegetation height must be

added to the elevation of the plane departure point. The results will

inform the model only that LOS exists or does not exist. To determine if
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only a portion of the target is visible, the model can do a second check

where the height of the target is only half of its normal height. If LOS

does not exist to the target midpoint, then the target is only partially

visible. If LOS exist to the midpoint, the model assumes a completely

exposed target. Due to the length of the procedures to determine the

plane departure points and to check LOS, their algorithms are enclosed in

Appendices A and B, respectively. [Ref. 11:p. 83]

C. MOVEMENT MODELING

Mobility over the terrain is a function of several variables; the three

most important being slope of the terrain, soil conditions, and type of

vegetation. To properly model movement requires the development of a

functional equation that relates slope, soil conditions, and vegetation. This

equation should result in a percentage of a maximum movement speed. The

development of such an equation is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The determination of the slope on the terrain is provided in an

equation developed as part of the DYNTACS model [Ref. 11:p. 66]. It solves

for the angle of the slope using geometric relationships. The equation is

as follows:

sive -w( r I-r-l ); i1

(P... Q.-(x, z,);
(O, qO-p P d epoin ,

i-i, . . , X;
r, - eklva at (pP q

d 3 - 0(p,-p,.,) +(q,-q,.1)2+(r,r,.,) 2
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With the above equation, the model can easily determine the slope of

the terrain at any location on the baftlefield. Determination of the values

for soil conditions and vegetation depends on the representation method

used in the model. The easiest method is coding the triangle with the

values for vegetation and soil conditions as mentioned earlier. A more

realistic representation is the use of geometric shapes to map the areas

with similar vegetation or soil conditions, but the coded triangle method is

faster for determining what codes apply to a given location.

D. MODELING TARGET ACQUISITION

Even though geometric LOS may exist between an observer and a

target, its existence does not mean the observer detects the target. There

are several reasons in the real world that detection might not occur. They

are

" The observer is not looking in the direction of the target.

" The observer cannot distinguish the target from the background.

* Environmental factors may prevent him from detecting the target. For
example, there may be fog or dust obscuring the target, or it could
be dark.

" The observer is not alert.

" The observer is suppressed by enemy fire.

There are two methodologies for modeling the detection process that

take the most important reasons for non-detection into consideration: the

Night Vision and Electro-Optical Laboratories (NVEOL) detection model and

the continuous looking detection model. According to Hartman [Ref. 10:p.

4-24] the NVEOL detection model is the better of the two methods.
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The NVEOL model considers and evaluates the following events in

order to determine if detection occurs [Ref. 10:p. 4-24 - 4-25]:

" the emitted or reflected target signature

" transmission of the target signature through the atmosphere

" the orientation of the observer's sensor

" the processing of an attenuated signal by the sensor to form an image

" the viewing of the display image and the response by the user.

By considering all of these events, the NVEOL model allows for an accurate

representation of the process of detection and how it is affected by

battlefield conditions such as smoke, fog, darkness, etc. In a model that

has the luxury of adequate computational power, it is the method of choice.

The second method, the continuous looking model [Ref. 10:p. 4-12]

represents the process of detection as the cumulative distribution function

of the negative exponential. The parameter for this process is the

detection rate which needs to be derived from detection experiments. The

advantage to this equation is it keeps the process of detection

determination simple. Everything is rolled into the one equation. Different

parameters are assigned based on the conditions. Because of its simplicity,

it is the method most promising for the personal computer environment.

Implementing the continuous looking model in the program would not

require a substantially amount of work. The real work will be in getting

some valid parameters for the model based on already available data or new

experiments.
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IV. DISPLAYING THE DYNTACS REPRESENTATION

The last chapter discussed the methodology for developing a personal

computer based simulation using the DYNTACS representation for terrain.

The intent of this chapter is to illustrate the various considerations and

decisions needed to implement a three dimensional display of the DYNTACS

terrain model on a microcomputer. Because of the limitations of the

Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA), all of the procedures have to be

implemented in the software.

To fully explore the feasibility of using the microcomputer, a program

was built from scratch. The program created to implement the three

dimensional display of the DYNTACS terrain model has code that is divided

into three categories:

" Unmodified code that was adapted directly from existing sources and
programs.

* Modified code from existing sources and programs. In this category
is code that needed some modifications or translation from another
language.

* Code written to implement known algorithms. This category also
includes code written as a derivative of known algorithms and created
as innovative solutions to a problem.

Although there were some very useful procedures available in the first two

categories, the majority of the code for the program is in the third

category. Appendix C contains a listing of the interface portion of all

units used by the program. The listing classifies the category for the

code of each procedure according to the above list.
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To insure the reader understands what the program does, it is

appropriate to describe its capabilities. After a description of the

capabilities, the topic shifts to the discussion of implementation decisions

that affect the two most important issues about graphics - speed and

realism.

A. PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The graphics program is best described by listing its capabilities and

providing a few captured images; however, the black and white images do

not do justice to the display. A true assessment of the program can only

be obtained by seeing it in action at TRADOC Analysis Command (TRAC),

Monterey. Its capabilities are as follows:

* Displays a three dimensional representation of the DYNTACS terrain
model in color with moving soldiers.

* Uses a 20 square kilometer terrain database of processed DMA Level
1 DTED (approximately 100 meter spacing). It can move anywhere
within this square and displays a view out to three kilometers.

" Has the ability to change viewing angles, viewing altitude, viewing
magnification, and viewing direction. The default setting is from the
viewpoint of a soldier standing on the ground looking to his front.

* Moves the soldier's viewpoint as the soldier moves, which simulates
moving across the terrain.

" On a Dell 25 MHz 386 computer with math coprocessor, a VGA card, a
VGA monitor, and cache memory displays one frame per 1.2 to 1.5
seconds. It uses EGA mode, so only a EGA card and monitor are
required.

" Displays information regarding current location, heading, and view
angle.

" Has the ability to change location and intensity of the light source,
to change ambient light conditions, and thus change the shades of
color in the scene.
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" Using digital halftoning, provides 24 different shades and tones each
of red, blue, and green.

" With minor processing of DTED Level 1, can display terrain anywhere
in the world for which DTED Level 1 is available. DTED Level 1 does
not include cultural features.

" With enhancements, it can be incorporated into a training simulator
for small unit leaders; ie., platoon leaders.

Three figures are provided to illustrate some of the capabilities of the

three dimensional display. Figure 6 shows a view from behind a fire team

(an element of 4 soldiers) at approximately six feet above the ground;

Figure 7 show a side view of the fire team at six feet above ground; and

Figure 8 shows a view from approximately 100 hundred feet above the fire

team. The reason only a fire team is shown is because that is the largest

size of force currently implemented in the display. This size was sufficient

to test the display algorithms. The figures only demonstrate a few of the

capabilities and potential of the program.

B. GRAPHICS IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The user of a graphics program judges its value using two criteria.

The first criterion is how fast the program displays the scene. The second

criterion is how realistically the program displays the scene. These two

criteria, speed and realism, become the major concern in implementing a

graphics program. Therefore, it is appropriate to address what the

program does to provide realism and speed in displaying the DYNTACS

terrain representation.
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L Providing Re"ism

The program employs three techniques to support a realistic

representation of the DYNTACS terrain model with soldiers. They are:

" The use of the perspective projection technique of displaying three
dimensions.

" The use of color filled polygons with hidden surfaces removed instead
of a transparent wire-frame representation.

• The use of a shading model that calculates the light intensities in
order to determine the appropriate shade of color for the surfaces of
the objects.

a. Perspective Projection

Prospective projection displays objects so those at greater

distance appear smaller. Using this technique, parallel lines on objects

tend to converge. This technique resembles the way people view objects

in the real world. If the reader looks at any building, he will notice that

parallel lines on the building appear to converge in the distance. This

technique provides for a more realistic representation of the terrain model

by representing all three dimensions and not just two dimensions. [Ref.

16:p. 184]

The enhanced realism of a three dimensional display comes at

a cost. Perspective projection techniques requires substantial mathematical

calculations in terms of translating, rotating, and scaling objects to be in

the correct loation, orientation, and size. It is critical that the program

perform these repetitive calculations a efficiently as possible.

Fortunately, there are documented techniques for doing these calculations
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efficiently through matrix concatenation of the translation, rotation, and

scaling operations [Ref. 16:pp. 220-2331.

b. F oe lygms

There are two options for displaying the images created by

perspective projection. One of these techniques is displaying the object

as a transparent wire-frame model. The problem with transparent wire-

frame objects is that the viewer is sometimes confused as to the definition

of the object. This can be overcome, to some extent, by removal of any

lines that should be hidden from view. The advantage of the transparent

wire-frame model is that it allows quick display generation. [Ref. 17:p. 45]

The second technique of displaying objects is to fully shade

the object or color the surfaces. This technique is often referred to as

rendering. It provides for more realistic images but greatly increases the

display generation time due to the need to color more pixels. Although the

display time is increased, the program uses this technique for the effect

of the more realistic display. Additionally, the terrain and objects are

drawn with hidden surfaces removed.

c. Shades o Dependent an Light Condtona

The last technique to enhance realism is to use a shading

model to determine the shade of color for filling a polygon. A shading

model was adapted in a modified form from Computer Graphics [Ref. 16:276-

289]. It determines which shade to use as a function of five variables.

They are the light source location, the light source intensity, the ambient

light intensity, the reflectivity of the surface, and the orientation of the

surface. Descriptions of these five variables are as follows:
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" The location of the light source is expressed as a three dimensional
vector of unit magnitude pointing to the light source. This vector
can be changed to indicate movement of the sun or moon.

" The intensity of the light source is expressed as a value les than or
equal to one. This value can be changed to model a cloudy versus
clear day.

" The orientation of the surface is expressed as a surface normal
vector. The dot product of the surface normal and the light source
vector equals the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. When
the dot product is negative, the light source is behind the surface
and thus, the surface is not illuminated.

" The reflectivity of the surface is expressed as a coefficient less than
or equal to one.

" The intensity of ambient light is expressed as a value less than one.
The sum of the intensity of ambient light and the intensity of the
light source must be less than one.

These five variables are used in the following equation to

determine the intensity of the reflected light from the surface:

I - k,(1, + I,(,'.L))
where

I- l a* yof bcftd Light
-o Co~effci of RdbecsWgy for Swftie

- lutmty of Anmn Light
,- huensity of Light Source

N-L - Mh Dot Pou ty Swface Norma and
Lfiht Sore vector

After determining the intensity of the reflected light, a procedure is called

to fix which of twenty four shades to use for shading that surface. This

shading model provides more realism to the display by shading objects

similar to the way they appear to be shaded when viewed by the human

eye.
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2. Providing Speed

When sitting in front of a computer display waiting for

information to be displayed, the difference between a couple of seconds

and ten seconds can seem like eternity to a user. A program that requires

user involvement must have fast displays or the user will become

frustrated as he continually waits for the computer to do its job. Since

this terrain model is being built for interactive use by a user, speed is

essential.

Many techniques and algorithms are being incorporated in this

program to enhance the speed with which the display is generated. Of

these, there are three algorithms that account for the majority of the

results to date. They are:

" A specialized triangle filling routine.

* The soldier sorting algorithm.

• The integrated display algorithm.

Although there are many other areas that affect the speed of the display,

these are the areas that have received the most effort. All are innovative

solutions or application of known algorithms.

a. The Bpecialixed Triangle Drawing Procedure

(1) The Need. As mentioned earlier, drawing filled polygons

requires more time than drawing a transparent wire-frame. For more

realism, it was decided to not only use fMlled triangles, but to simulate

more shades of a given color by using digital halftoning. Digital halftoning

is a technique to generate more shades by creating patterns of pixels with
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two slightly different tones of the same color. Using this technique, four

tones of the same color can easily generate 16 different shades of a color.

Turbo Pascal 5.5 provides a procedure in its graphics

unit called illpoly that fil , polygons with a specified color or a pattern.

Unfortunately, the pattern is restricted to a specified color and the

background color of the display. To employ digital halftoning requires

drawing the polygon twice, once with one pattern and the first tone, then,

a second time with the complementing pattern and the second tone. Since

the procedure's source code is not available, altering this limitation is not

easily done.

Initial use of this "draw it twice" technique provided a

good display, but at a terrible cost. On the Dell 386 computer, the time

to generate one picture was timed at just under 30 seconds. These initial

results forced a re-evaluation of the situation. Should the digital

haftoning technique be dropped or should a new procedure to draw the

triangles be created? The decision was to search for or design a better

procedure.

Most computer graphics references describe two

algorithms for area filling of polygons that are suitable for the needs of

this program. They are the border fill algorithm and the scan line

algorithm. The border fill algorithm [Ref. 9:pp. 252-263] can be described

as follows:

" Trace the border and create an ordered list of the border pixels.

" Perform a scan of the interior, checking for holes in the region
defined by another polygon.
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* Connect the left and right boundaries on each scan line by filling
with a horizontal line.

The scan line algorithm [Ref. 16:pp. 83-90] can be described as follows:

* Trace the borders in a color that is different from other colors on the
screen.

" Scan a rectangular region that contains the polygon in order to
determine the left and right border pixel on each line.

" Connect the left and right border pixel by filling with a horizontal
line.

Both of these algorithms are general purpose algorithms. They work with

many types of polygons if implemented correctly. With their general

purpose design, the user gets flexibility at the expense of additional

computation time. If a procedure needs to be prepared for use on any

different number of polygons, then these are the tools that should be

utilized.

The DYNTACS terrain representation only needs the

capability to draw triangles, but a large number of them. Only other

objects, such as people, require the capability to draw various polygons.

Since a four kilometer square with 100 meter spacing requires 3200

triangles, any speed gained by a special procedure for triangles is worth

the effort of designing it. As a bonus, other polygons can be made by

putting several triangles together.

(2) The Specialized Algorithm. The development of a

specialized algorithm is straightforward. A triangle is defined by three

points connected by lines. Additionally, recall that the general polygon
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algorithms determined the border pixels, then connected them with a

horizontal line. A specialized triangle routine has the following steps:

* Sort the three points of the triangle such that they are ordered top
to bottom, and in case of the same y values, order them left to right.
Refer to the ordered points as point one, two, and three. Refer to
the lines between them as Line 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3.

* Incrementally draw lines 1-2 and 1-3, one scan line at a time in order
to determine the left and right border pixels of the triangle for that
scan line. Fill that scan line between the left and right border
pixels.

" Continue incrementally processing line 1-2 and 1-3 for each scan line
until point two is reached.

" Now, incrementally process line 2-3 while continuing on line 1-3 where
it stopped with the previous line. Continue until reaching point
three, the end of the lines.

This algorithm capitalizes on the fact that as the computer draws the lines

from one point to another, it visits the pixels that comprise the border of

the triangle. instead of returning to these pixels later, as the scan line

algorithm does, it makes the determination as part of drawing the left and

right lines incrementally.

(3) Implementing the Special Algorithm. As mentioned earlier,

it is essential that the algorithm be implemented as efficiently as possible.

Since speed is critical, the procedure needs to push the capabilities of the

hardware to the maximum. Michael Abrash makes a statement in Zen of

Assembly Language that is appropriate. He states:

Comment your code, design it carefully, and write non-time critical
portions in a high level language, if you wish, but when you write
portions that interact with the user or affect response time,
performance must be your paramount objective. Assembler is the path
to that goal. [Ref. 18:p. 91
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A high level language, such as Pascal or ADA, is

dependent upon the compiler to optimize code. Compilers for these

languages are like the general purpose filling algorithms, they get the job

done rather effectively, but sometimes not using the most efficient code.

This deficiency is the price the programmer pays for the ease of

implementation using a high level language.

A special purpose algorithm or code written in assembly

language, if written properly, will get it done more efficiently than if

written in a high level language. Using assembly language, the

programmer can access hardware directly without having to use the Disk

Operating System (DOS) or the Basic Input Output System (BIOS) routines.

Some of the DOS and BIOS routines are not as efficient as they could be.

By accessing the hardware directly, the programmer bypasses the

inefficient DOS and BIOS routines and obtains better performance. In time

critical code, such as graphics producing code, this technique results in

substantial performance gains at the cost of increased programming

complexity and development time.

To implement the special purpose algorithm efficiently,

two techniques need to be integrated: line drawing and area filling. The

most efficient way to draw lines for a personal computer display is to use

Bresenham's Algorithm [Ref. 9:p. 168]. To accomplish area filling, the use

of horizontal lines is the most efficient method on the personal computer

display [Ref. 9:pp. 168-169).

Integrating these concepts into one algorithm in assembly

language is a complex, but necessary task if better performance is desired.

Needless to say, they are implemented in assembly language for this
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program. A listing of the FillTri routine with some additional explanatory

comments is included in Appendix D.

(4) The Results. After implementing the special purpose

algorithm in assembly language, the program was run again to determine

what improvements were obtained. On the Dell 386 25 MHz computer, the

result was a display rate of just under five seconds. This display time

was a vast improvement from the initial time of 30 seconds with the FillPoly

procedure.

b. The Soldier Sorting Algorithm

Having developed a model that displays terrain in a

reasonable amount of time, the next step is to add soldiers. After

spending much time and effort to obtain the performance results mentioned

above, it is essential that this step be equally efficient. The adding of

soldiers to the display has the potential to increase display time

significantly if not implemented in an efficient manner.

(1) Nature of the Problem. To fully understand the problem,

one area needs to be addressed: the manner in which terrain is drawn by

the program. In particular, the method employed must be designed so

hidden surfaces are not displayed.

The method the terrain program uses is known as the

painter's algorithm. This algorithm gets its name from the way a painter

paints a picture. First the most distant objects are drawn. Additional

objects are added to the picture working closer toward the view point.

In the process, some or all of a previous object is covered up by the

closer objects. The terrain displaying program uses this algorithm. It
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starts with the most distant row or column of the terrain matrix and works

its way back to the closest row or column. Thus, objects that should be

hidden from view are covered up on the screen by the closer objects.

Implementing this algorithm is relatively simple for the

terrain by itself; simply draw the columns or rows in the correct order.

Placing soldiers into this process makes it more difficult. Their location

is dynamic and changes from display to display. Drawing them in the

correct sequence requires two considerations. First, the program must

determine which triangle they occupy. This is easy to determine because

the elevation routine explained earlier developed an algorithm for

determining what triangle a given point occupies. The other consideration

is determining the drawing order for two or more soldiers when they are

in the same triangle. This problem is one of sorting.

Sorting problems have the potential to become time

consuming. A bad sort algorithm can cause an otherwise efficient program

to become inefficient. With this in mind, a search of several references

provides some elegant solutions to the problem.

(2) Binary Search Trees. The best technique for this

particular problem is to insert the soldiers distance from the view point

(depth) and a pointer to any other information required for the display

into a binary search tree [Ref. 19:pp. 198-210]. A slight modification to the

Binary Search Tree (BST) is in order. Instead of sorting by smallest

values, the program needs to sort by the larger values. In this way, the

more distant soldiers, in terms of depth, will be retrieved from the tree

first.
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As an added bonus, using Turbo Pascal 5.5, it is possible

to implement the BST so that the objects inserted into the tree can be

different, as long as they are descendants of the same object [Ref. 20:pp.

265-281]. Normally, due to Pascal's strong typing of variables, it is not

possible to mix different types of pointers in a Binary Search Tree. By

using objects, it is possible to create a BST that sorts not only the

soldiers, but any other object that is to be displayed, ie., a tank. This

method of implementation of the tree is used by the program, allowing for

future expansion.

(3) The Results. In implementing the EST, the amount of

code increases only slightly. The overall effect in program running time

with the soldiers added to the display is minimal. The display time on the

Dell computer only increases approximately one-tenth of a second over the

time reported in the last section when displaying four soldiers in the same

triangle.

c. The Integrated Display Algoithm

In the search for better performance, the code has been

scrutinized for inefficiency. Some initial improvements have been made in

the organization and structure. This reorganization resulted in a more

integrated display algorithm that capitalized on some of the capabilities of

the programming language. The program currently uses the following

integrated display algorithm:

* Check to determine if the current terrain data in memory provides at
least two kilometers of display depth. If not, load more terrain data.

" Set the video write page to the page hidden from view on the display.
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" Move soldiers and display viewing location from current locations as
appropriate.

" Set trigonometric variables used in the transformation, rotation,

scaling and perspective projection formulas as global variables.

* Determine which one of the fourteen drawing sequences to use.

" Identify which squares of the 40 x 40 array of data points need to be
processed for the display using the left and right boundaries of the
field of view.

* Perform three dimensional to two dimensional transformation on the
terrain data points.

" Sort soldiers by inserting into the appropriate Binary Search Tree.
One empty tree exist for each of the triangles in the 40 x 40 array.

" Draw triangles in the correct order. Draw any soldiers that are in
a triangle after drawing that triangle and before drawing the next
triangle.

" Display information in the information part of the display.

* Flip the hidden page to the display page, thus refreshing the display
with a new frame.

• Free any memory that was allocated for the BST's.

* Return to beginning of algorithm.

This algorithm continues to be refined as more tests are done to check

performance on the program. The results using this algorithm, however,

are a significant improvement over the original attempt with the FillPoly

procedure. The display now refreshes at a rate of between 1.2 and 1.5

seconds. There are still some areas that can be improved, but the program

is definitely pushing the edge of the capability of the personal computer.
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V. ENENCEMENTS

This chapter discusses enhancements to the current capabilities of the

terrain model that are essential for its incorporation into a light infantry

platoon combat model. These enhancements involve:

" Displaying cultural features such as forest, buildings, etc.

" Line of Sight calculations

* Modeling Target Acquisition

" Building a detection list.

These enhancements were not implemented as part of the terrain model

because of the difficulty in implementing the three dimensional display.

The time required to implement the display took more time to develop than

initially planned.

Without the last three enhancements, high resolution simulation of

combat is impossible. Display of cultural features is not necessary, but

without them, the battlefield display will be unrealistic. Terrain void of

vegetation will significantly decrease the realism of the display. Each of

the enhancements will be addressed individually.

A. DISPLAYING CULTURAL FEATURES

In Chapter III, cultural feature modeling was discussed briefly. Two

techniques were presented as possible solutions; the use of codes assigned

to each triangle and the alternative of using geometric shapes to "map" the
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vegetation to the terrain. Of these two methods, the use of codes for each

triangle is the simplest to implement in terms of writing the code.

Including cultural features would not be very difficult if it were not

for the requirement to display them. Part of the problem is the method

the program uses when drawing the terrain; it draws the triangles in an

order that "paints" over areas that are hidden (the painter's algorithm).

As long as the base of cultural features do not extend outside of a

triangle, they can be drawn in the correct order by placing them in the

Binary Search Tree with the soldiers. If the feature occupies more than

one triangle, it must be subdivided into pieces that are assigned to the

respective triangles they occupy. Otherwise, the painter's algorithm will

not work (Le., objects that should be hidden are no longer hidden).

Due to the requirement to draw a triangle and its associated

occupants (Le., people or features) one after the other, it would be very

difficult to utilize the method of geometric shapes to display the features.

If geometric shapes are utilized, the program would require a procedure

to interpret the shapes and determine which features each triangle

requires as it draws the triangles. When a triangle is drawn,

determination of whether it has any terrain features must be made before

drawing the next triangle. If people are in that triangle, this issue has

to be resolved before removing them from the BST and displaying. The

complexity of implementing such an algorithm makes it prohibitive for the

personal computer environment. Because of the painter's algorithm, the

program is forced to utilize coded triangles to display the features.

An innovative solution to the cultural feature display problem would

be to utilize the code for each triangle to represent not only the type of
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cultural feature, but also its location. For example, assume there are three

trees in a given triangle. The programmer could have several codes that

represent three trees; each with the trees in a different location of the

triangle. The encoding of such information would be a time consuming

process, but will save significantly on memory requirements.

The topic of displaying cultural features deserves significant research

in order to implement it properly. Of the four enhancements, it is the

most diffi ult to implement and is deserving of a separate thesis.

Implementation of the enhancement would probably take three to six months

of effort.

B. THE REMAINING ENHANCEMENTS

The remaining three enhancements are so closely related that they

should be implemented as a group. The modeling of the acquisition process

needs the LOS determination and the capability to store its list of

detections.

1. Adding Line of Sight Calculations

The LOS calculations were discussed in Chapter II and are

documented in Appendix B. To implement LOS determination in the program

will not require a significant amount of effort. The geometric calculations

are straightforward. Of the four enhancements, it is the easiest to

implement. It would take one to four weeks to implement, depending upon

the programmer.

2. Adding Detection Calculations

The detection calculations consist primarily of implementing the

negative exponential in an algorithm that determines if detection occurs.
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In a time step model, the negative exponential would give the probability

of a detection given LOS in the amount of time of the time step. Then the

computer could generate a random number between zero and one. If the

random number is less than the probability value obtained from the

negative exponential, then detection occurs. If the random number is

greater than the probability value then detection does not occur. As

mentioned in Chapter II, use of this detection model is rather

straightforward and easy to implement. The diRulty lies in determining

the parameters for the negative exponential. To implement the negative

exponential would only take about one week. Researching the parameters

to be used in the simulation could take several weeks to several months

depending upon the accuracy desired.

3. Building a Detection List

Once a detection has occurred, the model will need to store this

fact in a list. Because the computer processes detection determinations on

targets sequentially (only one at a time), it needs to build a list of

detections from a given detection cycle. Then, it needs to process this

detection list to make determinations of courses of action. To implement

the capability to store such a list is only a problem of using well

documented techniques for a list data structure. Implementation of this

enhancement should only require a week or two of work.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The intent of this thesis was to develop a program to display a three

dimensional representation of a terrain model and soldiers on a personal

computer. From this research, there are several conclusions:

The EGA card of the personal computer provides limited support for
graphics programming. Graphics routines have to be implemented in
software and for enhanced speed, they have to be implemented in
assembly language.

" The limitation of usable memory by DOS on the personal computer
severely constrains the display program in terms of the size of
terrain that can be loaded in memory at one time.

* The DYNTACS terrain representation provides a feasible methodology
for implementing a realistic three dimensional display of the terrain
and provides the capability to use DMA DTED data.

" The representation of cultural features (ie., trees) is relatively
straightforward until one examines the requirement to display them.
The display of cultural features is a complex problem and deserving
of further research and development.

" Routines provided in programming packages (ie., FillPoly) are good
general purpose routines but may not meet the requirements of a
program. A specialized routine tailored to the needs of the program
can greatly improve the speed with which a program generates a
display (five versus thirty seconds per frame).

" The use of a Binary Search Tree to sort the order of displaying the
soldiers had only minimal effect on the display time. The use of
objects allows the use of mixed objects in the BST as long as they
are all descendants of the same object. This allows for future
expansion as tanks, helicopters, and other objects are added to the
display.

* The development of an integrated display algorithm further improved
the display time (1.2 versus 5.0 seconds per frame).

The results of this thesis indicate that it is possible to develop a

display for a light infantry combat model on a personal computer that
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provides a realistic image in three dimensions. From the programming

standpoint, the graphics programming is the most difficult part of a light

infantry combat model. From the research standpoint, there is much work

to be done in order to fulfill the goal of developing the light infantry

platoon combat model.

The enhancements that still need to be added to the display program

before full development of the combat model were discussed in Chapter V.

Three of these enhancements are necessary in order to model the target

acquisition process: Line of Sight calculations, detection, and creation of

a detection list. These three are documented and are relatively

straightforward to implement. The fourth enhancement, adding of cultural

features, is the most difficult to implement and is worthy of additional

research. As stated earlier, the use of the painter's algorithm for hidden

surface removal and the memory constraints of the target computer make

the integration of displaying cultural features a complex task.

Once these four enhancements are implemented, the modified Lawson's

Command and Control model for the individual and the "onion skin" diagram

provide a framework with which to continue the development of the

program until it becomes a combat model. An alternative path of

development is to utilized the display with enhancements to conduct

experiments to measure the effects of human factors on leader decision

making.

The development of a light infantry platoon combat model using the

personal computer can greatly enhance the experience and training of

platoon leaders. With such a model, units would be better prepared for

deployment on a contingency mission such as Operation "Just Cause."
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Command and Control of platoons could be greatly enhanced through better

trained leaders. A platoon that has better trained leaders results in a

better trained company, which in turn means a better trained battalion.
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APPENDIX A. PLANE DEPARTURE POINTS

This appendix is referenced in Chapter III of the thess in the section

regarding Line of Sight determination. The intent of this appendix is to

outline the algorithm for determining the plane departure points between

two locations. Plane departure points are the entry and exit points of the

triangular planes along a constant heading from the beginning point to the

end point.

The routine that would be developed based on this algorithm would

be utilized by a movement routine that needs the plane departure points

for calculating slopes along a path between two points. This will be

necessary for calculating speed of movement.

This algorithm is adopted from The Tank Weapon System which is

referenced in the thesis. Except for changes in notation so as to insure

consistency with the thesis notation, the algorithm is the same as described

in the above reference on pages 64-65.
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A. NOTATION

Notation used in the algorithm is defined below:

(xa , z) = starting point
(Rd, zd) = ending point
{Pi, qi}, i=1, 2, . . . , n = the set of plane

departure points
[xa] = the greatest integer less than or equal to the

real value of x a

B. THE ALGORITHM

The algorithm consist of three components. The first component

calculates the plane departure points along the vertical terrain lines. The

second component calculates the plane departure points along the diagonal

terrain lines. The third component calculates the plane departure points

along the horizontal terrain lines. Once these three components have been

used to determine the plane departure points, all that remains is to sort

them in the order they would be visited going from the start point to the

end point.

Vertical Terrain Lines

1)1fx. >x, en a- --
els e I; P - +1

2) m- e

3)p - ([x,,+a)

4) Y opp k Fxa then go Step 7 below

5) q - m(p-xdc.
6) Place (p, q) on Pli a deqwtur1

a - a + p; Go Step 3
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Horizontal Terrain Lines

7 w -tn - p - -1

8) q - [z1+
9) f pq k: pz then Go Step 12
10) p - 1(q-z + x.

11) Pce (p, q) on plae dep e RV
a - a + 0; Go Step 8

Diagonal Terrain Lines

12)/i'x d * <x, + z. then £ - 0; - -1;
eLea - +1; p - +1;

13) b - (Ix,) + [zJ + i)

14) p-x, -z. + b
+

15) q - -p +b
16) V Pb t P (xd + zj) thn al depre pobs

are dW Go SORT
16) Place (p, q) on plane depanure point l,

t - £ + p; Go Step 13
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APPENDIX B. LINE OF SIGHT

This appendix is referenced in Chapter III of the thesis in the section

regarding Line of Sight determination. The intent of this appendix is to

outline the algorithm for determining whether or not geometric Line of

Sight (LOS) exist between two entities. Plane departure points are the

entry and exit points of the triangular planes along a constant heading

from the observer location to the target location.

The routine that would be developed based on this algorithm would

be utilized by the model to build a list of potential targets. A prerequisite

for detection is that LOS exists. From the list of targets to which LOS

exists, the detection model would determine if detection occurred.

This algorithm is adopted from The Tank Weapon System which is

referenced in the thesis. Except for changes in notation so as to insure

consistency with the thesis notation, the algorithm is the same as it is

described in the above reference on pages 80-83.
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A. NOTATION

Notation used in the algorithm is defined below:

(x 0, z0 ) = location of the observer
(It, zt) = location of the target
(p, q)= coordinates of intersection between a

terrain line and a plane parallel to the y axis
[xJ = the greatest integer less than or equal to

the real value of x
y -- the macro terrain elevation at (p, q)

calculated by the elevation procedure
discussed in Chapter III

y= the macro terrain elevation adjusted for
vegetation height

hf tree height in a forested area
h v  =hf if (p, q) is in forested area

0 if (p, q) is not in forested area

B. THE ALGORITHM

This algorithm checks geometric LOS in three parts. First, it checks

to determine if LOS exists over the vertical terrain lines. Next, it checks

to determine if LOS exists over the horizontal terrain lines. Last it checks

to determine if LOS exists over the diagonal terrain lines. If a LOS check

fails during any one of the checks, LOS does not exist and the algorithm

exits.
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Vertical Terrain Line

1) D4ermdxe z. apd z. xft elevation procedkre
2) Vxt :, z, t'e is- ,p-I

du a - +1; p - +1
3) 1 - ([x1+a)
4) V pi k: Px tun go Step 14 below
5)q -

q zt-x. +Z
6)j- [q]
7) vf (1, q) I 6 fre. set h, - hi

Ez. h, - 0

S) y' - y'-XS.) + ye - h,xf-Xo
9) If y' > Ma*._ y,..) then i - i G p (o Step 4;

Else Go Step 10
10) Iv y < Mi*N p Y + 1) dten LOS does not exist SO EiT
11) Calculate leem aon y at (i, q) sig elevaion procedure
12) 4/ y > y' then LOS doe not exivt, S EW
13) 1 - i + P; Go Step 4
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Hoamontal Terrain L.e

14) z,) z,. /m - , P--
*Ie a - +1; P - +1

15) j - (R.zJ+ )
16) V Pj :o Pz en So &p 26 below

17) p -

1 ) - [J
19) V t 6 fe&e , kh, - h,

Ese k,- 0
20) y' - Y*-Y'U-z). yo - hv

Z,-Zo

Mmi Go Step 22
22) '/9 - Miey.,, yJ.,) then LOS dos not exA SO EIT"
23) Calculate eleWjin y at (p, J) awing eleiwtion procedur
24) Tfy : y duen LOS doeam am *Ait, SO EI
25) j-j + P; Go Step 16
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Diagonal Terrain Lines

26) 4fx. + , x + z, Om a - 0; p - -1;
eima - +1; p - +1;

27) b - (x.1 + + a)
28) 4y P(xe+) < pb. bww amd aet am bewWe SO EUT

b-zo+z.o:'t-z'#)

29)p - ZgZ*
I+ ,%-zo

Xt-Xe

30) q - -p .b
j - I4J

31) (p, q) is Foreatn h, - h E h,- 0

32) y - Yt-Y'(q-z.),Y.-h.

33):' > Max(Yj.p 41.*) then b - b+P; Go Stop 28
Mwi Go Step 34

34) f :' < MJI(yi,. it J+1) dn LOS doe, * W SO XT
35) Cakule elematon y at (p, q) wf elvadon procedure
36) fz > z' the LOS does mo avar SO ExrT
37) b - b+p; Go STEP 28
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APPENDIX C. IN? RFACE LISTINGS

This Appendix is referenced in Chapter IV of the thesis in the

section regarding Displaying the DYNTACS representation. The intent of

this appendix is to provide the reader a feel for the complexity of this

program by providing a listing of the interface portions of all units used

by the main program to display the terrain with soldiers in three

dimensions. Each of the procedures in these listings is identified as

belonging to one of three categories:

" Unmodified code that was adapted directly from existing sources and
programs. Code in this category is labeled Unmodified.

" Modified code from existing sources and programs. In this category
is code that needed some modifications or translation from another
language. Code in this category is labeled Modified.

" Code written to implement known algorithms. This category also
includes code written as a derivative of known algorithms and created
as innovative solutions to a problem. Code in this category is labeled
New Code.

The listings of the units and the main program follow on succeeding pages.
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(HUMOMMMt*I I kt~e Shades UsiteeeUtMefUtIMtII)
nit shades;
Interface
ues graph, CRT;

(This nit is used to create the ability to sinilate different colors using digital
flftoniug. it provides procedures to set the palette for digital halt tonkiag with the
colors of red, green und blue and to select ue of the sAdes based on the istensity value
of the reflected color from the surface of the plaue beiag drin. ft entire gait is 111 COOS.)

type
Tuittr :record
leylatte, DitherColor, Ditherpatternbyte;

ead;

fTnelatril :array[1..24] of ToAelttr;

far
Bluelones, GreenTes, ledtomes: Tomeatriz;
Intjnb, Iut.?oint: Single;

procedure chanejalette;
{This procedure changes the palette to allow use of 4 tones of red, green, and blue. The renaining
4 colors are black, wite, yellow, and grey.

procedure Inithones;
(This procedure sets up variables in memory that contain the two tones of a color (i.e. red) and the
pattern to use in drawing a surface using these two colors to create up to 24 shades of the color.

function Draving.Toe(Itensity: real ): byte;
This function returns the indez into the array that contains the 24 shades of a color based on the
intensity value that is passed in as a parameter. Intensity values are between 0 and 1)

implementation

[ INPLEXEITATION ONITTID 11 THESIS APPEIDI!I

end.

(t*CCCCCICCCiCCThe Ground Unjt'tt*t ttCICC*ttttt
unit Ground;

interface

uses Shades, CRT, GR1PE;

{This unit provides the basic procedures and functions for the drawing of triangles and lines and

initialiatiom of the program. It provides the global variables for the program
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coast
GrouadjefCoeff:Single : 0.45; (reflection coefficient of ground)
Spaciug:Siagle 100.0; (interval hetucn elevation points)
LORI z 0; WIOK 39; (the range of values for the elevation points array)

type
Vector : record

t,y,s:Bisgle; (three dimnsional vector coordinates)
eud;

Tiolector : record
SCorner,IKCorner:Vector; (one vector for each triangle in square, the Souttast (01) triangle

and the Iortklest triangle (mistakenly labeled It throughout progra).
end;

SurfaceColor R Record
S_CornerIuCorer:byte; (one color seting for each triangle in a square)
end;

Tuo..Djrray : array[LON.. ange,LO..Range] of POII"PMPI; (POIFIYTPI is defined in the Turbo Pascal
graphics nit GR1PE as record of z, y of
integer)

?TIIP : array[l..3] of Point~ype; (array of three vertices of a triangle)
DATIJRII : array[LOIR..RIGKLO. .RIGE] of Single; (elevation points for a square piece of terrain

that is (Range - Lour 4 1) 1 Spacing large)
Surface..Colorjrray : array[Lour..Rage,Lowr..lange] of SurfaceColor;

(array of surface colors for all triangles in the square piece of terrain being displayed)
lorul..Vector_Array :array[Lour..tangeour..tange] of tvolector;

(array of lorsal vectors for all triangles in the square piece of terrain being displayed)
forutalector.Ptr : 'lomalYoector..rray;
RowOf..ts = array[Loir. .Juge of Vector; (needed to prevent overf low of integer values hen draing

triangles that are close to the viewer)
points : arrayl[l..7] of single;
PointTypeeal z record

z,y:single;
end;
Closejous z array[O..2] of RowOfPts; (used to drav triangles that are close to the viewer)

var
ch: char;
Tone..o.Dra: YoneAttr; (Toneittr defined in Shades unit)
Center:Pointtype;
Screenlmage: Pointer;
Lightjource: Vector;
Surfacecolors: 'SurfaceColorjrray;
Ioral~jectors: IorulVector_?tr;
Closejow:'Closejos;DIRICTION: (IORTh oSOOTN,KISTIRS?oIORIUKSToINORIfISt,SOUIIS? oSODYDIS?,IORINORTNI,

$UO0UtIS,8oOYIKISSS,IOR'ItKl&S~, SO5YNIKSTN);

Twojjata: 'TYojjrray;
III: Tritype;
8: strilg;
TLI, TLY, BRI, IN!, S.., SI._, IinJ, RAE_), in!, lIii: integer;
SiOPPOINT, IRIIPAGK, ERRORCODI, GRIPINODE, GRIPIIIER, PICK: integer;
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fist,I, 1, 11, 12, 13, 11, 12, 13, 1113MG, IOLLJIG, PIYCIJIG : single;
?WhSJ, TEUS.T, ?WISJ, Vieujt,liewer..x.ieerz,lavjif: single;
PALETT: PAL ItTP;
DATA: 50A1111T
UCML, $CULIJ, SCULL, Objilin, GIJIMA!, legrees,UGOLEsingls;

ThetAlhaTheaT~phaCTECSTIS~ambm~m~dmeu~m~g~huim:single;
Malfilax: single;
laP JLCJ ,laPJLCJ: integer;
x7,17:Pimts; (laed by People view object procedure)

procedure IIIT3D;
(This procedure initializes the program to uwe ICA graphics mode and sets the boundaries
of the screen for this mode. Initializes the Roll, Pitch and Taw angles of the viewer to
o for the program. MODIFIED CODE)

procedure All ocateJea;
(This procedure allocates memory from the heap for the surface color array, the formal Vectors array,
the Two 0 Data array, and the Close low array. Ill CODE)

procedure SetPizel (x,y:vord;n: byte);
(This procedure is implemented in assembly language. It sets a given pixel x,y to the nth color of the
palette. OMODIFIED CODE)

procedure Kyline(xl,yl,x2,y2:vord;n:hyte);
(This procedure is implemented in assem~dy language. it draws a line from (xl,yl) to (z2,y2) using the
nth color of the palette. UMODIFIED CODE)

procedure RlnCz~lx,2itqrubt)
(This procedure is used to draw a line that has one or both end points off the screen
(it clips the line to fit the screen). UMODIFIED CODE)

procedure SetPattera(p:byte);
(This procedure is used to set the pattern that till be used by the triangle draving
procedures FilI~ri and Fill~riC. IEV CODE)

procedure fill~ri(xl,yl,x2,y2,i3,y3:vord;n,o, IN bits:byte);
(This procedure is a specialized procedure implemented in assembly language that draws triangles. All
three vertices must be on the screen. Te patters must be set before calling this procedure using
let~attern. The triangle is drawn with the primary color of the pattern as the nth color of the palette
and the secondary color of the pattern as the oth color of the palette
toW CODE miled with soue KODIFIED CODE f rom mylime which uets Dresenamss algorithm for drawing lines.)

procedure VillTriC(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3:integer;n,o,Elbits:byte);
(This procedure is similar to FilITri except that the three points of the triangle do not have to be on
the screen. It draws only that part of the triangle that is on the scren
INW CODE mized with some 11ODIFIED CODE from lyline which wses Iresean's agorithm)

procedure Restore;
(This procedure restores the graphics card to its default condition at the end of the program.
MODIFIED CODE)
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procedure !illlisdo(FilIColor,ibits:byte);
(This procedure fills a window with a color. It usmes the window is already defined by the variables
TLYe tLI, 11, 111 and is implemented in assembly language. NODIFIED CODE)

procedure Tojnitjector(var OnitJ:Tector);
(This procedure converts a vector passed in as Unitj to a nit vector. NODIFIED CODE)

tuction Dot_ roduct(nitg,itL:Vector):single;
(This function returns the value of the Dot Product of the two vectors Unitj and unitL. KODIF1ED CODE)

procedure Crossjroduct(IU,1U,U,IV,YT,ZT:Single; var ormal:vector);
(This procedure sets the variable Dormal to the result of the cross product of the vector (IU,Yg,ZU) and
(ITYVZT). NODIIED CODE)

procedure Set..ight..ource(IL,TL,L,1P,I1:Single);
(This procedure sets the vector that indicates the location of the point light source (the sun) to
(IL,tL,IL). It sets the intensity of the point source to IP and the intensity of ambient light to II.
IEI CODE)

function Elevate(zlocsloc:single):single;
(This function implements the DYNTICS algorithm for determining the elevation of a point on the terrain
surface. It accepts as input the location (zloc, sloc) and returns the y value (the elevation) for that
point. the values zloc and sloc are the relative coordinates in reference to lower left corner of the
square piece of terrain in the terrain array. NODIFIED CODE)

function 1levatejorld(ilocw,slocw:single):single;
(This function is similar to the elevate function ezcept sloce and ilomc are the world coordinates
relative to the lower left corner of the 20 square kilometer terrain database in the file 32n131e.da3
NODIFIED CODE)

procedure RUlD3D..ILE(var DITI: DITA_AIRI;LLI,LL1:Longint);
(This procedure opens the file 32n131e.da3 and initializes the 4 kilometer square chunk in to the display
array. 1 CODE)

procedure 11DJorkPILE(var NORNDATI: Normljectorjtr;LLI,LL:Longint);
(this procedure reads in the surface normls for each of the triangles in the 4 kilometer square of the
display data. INI CODE)

procedure Calculatejurfacejorms;
(This procedure calculates Surface Iormls for for the 4 kilometer square of terrain data and stores the
results in the surface normal array. NEW CODE)

procedure CalculatejurfaceColors;
(This procedure calculates the appropriate surface colors of each of the triangles in the 4 kilometer
display square based on the light intensity values and stores thee in the surface color array.
11 CODE)

procedure Line..Clip(var tlO,ylO,s20,y20:single);
(This procedure clips a line to draw only the portion that is on the screenluindow. It accepts the line
coordinates as real values. UNNODIPIED CODE)
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procedure PolygouClipraw(ol:byte;m:itegor;z~y:points);
(This procedure draws triangles that are in the rows that are close to the viewer. To prevent overflow
it uses real values. It was adapted directly from Computer Graphics pp. 137-138 with only slight
modifications. NODIPIED CODE)

procedure orawClose(Ptl,Pt,Pt3:ector;Tri.Col:byto);
(This procedure is used to draw tringles that are in the the two rows closest to the viewer. It
uses real values to prevent integer overflow. It clips the triangles as necessary even if the triangle
goes behind the viewer. It is an implementation of the theory of clipping in two and three dimensions

1ODIPIED CODE)

implementation

( implementation omitted in thesis }

end.

(ttleettt ttttttThe Ground2 Unit* ttitt t*t tt  ttttd t

unit Groud2;

interface

uses people,List,BSTree,pieces,Ground,shades,crt,graph;

(This nit is a continuation of the ground unit but required the ue of several other units before it
could be implemented. Limitations on the size of units that could be edited and debugged forced the
breaking of the units in this fashion.)

type
NovingObj - array[lowr..lnge,Lowr..lnge] of LinkObj;

Var
lrraypOf.Jovers: 'Noving..Obj;
ProjLProj.Z:Single;

procedure Set..rigjal;
(This procedure sets the global trigonometric values used by the TbreedTo..2D procedure.
It sets CY (cosine of law), CR (cosine of loll), CP (cosine of Pitch), ST (sine of Yaw),
Si (sine of loll), SP (Sine of Pitch), and variables used in the translation, rotation, and
scaling atrix (mbmcm,dm,em,tm,gm,hm,im). Using this procedure the values are set on once
before performing calcualtions on all of the terrain data points. IlI CODE)

procedure ThreedTo._d_List(indel,indezi2:Integer);
(This procedure creates a dynamic list as necesary for each 100m square that has one or more moveable
objects in it (i.e. soldiers) and then performs the calculations necessary to create the display data
for each of those objects. sEo CODE)

procedure TEIED_TO20;
(This procedure converts the three dimensional coordinates of the terrain into two dimensional coordinates
that are suitable for display on the screen. It selectively handles only the data of the 4 km square that
falls in the field of view of the viewer. This procedure is application of theory. II CODE)
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iplementation

( IIPLEENUTATION OMITTED II TutS$ APPENDIX)
id.

neitetttttttttetttttttttThe Groud3 nittttttttttttettttttttte)
unit Ground3;

interface
uses skndes,groud,groud2,1istbstree,graph,info;

(This nit contains more procedures and functions that are related to the ground unit but us other
additional nits that the ground nit does not us.)

procedure DR1i(ThisColor:byte);
(This procedure checks to determine if the triangle is completely on the screen or not. If it is
completely on the screen it draws the triangle using FillTri and then outlines it with Hyline. If it
needs clipping it draws the triange with fillriC then outlines it with lyLineC. NEW CODE)

procedure Check..isplayjemain;
(This procedure checks to see if at least 2 kilometers of terrain display data are available to the front
of the viewer and that at least 1.5 km are to the left and right of the viewer. If these conditions are
not satisfied, the procedure loads a new square of data from the 20 ka terrain database file into the
display data array that provides 3.5 km to the front of the viewer. EI CODE)

procedure TIE!;
(This procedure implements the painter's algorithm and draws the triangles for the terrain and the
soldiers in the correct sequence so that hidden surfaces are hidden. In order to do this, it uses one
of 14 drawing sequences dependent upon the view direction. Each of the 14 drawing sequences draws only
the triangles and objects that are in the field of view of the viewer. This procedure uses the
illWindow, the Set.Trig..Val, and the ThreeD..To_2d procedures. NEW CODE)

implementation

( IMPLENENTATION OMITTED IN THESIS APPENDIXI
end.

unit List;
interface
uses Pieces;

(This unit implements a dynamic linked list using objects instead of records. This unit was easily
adapted form the text Data Structures by Rick Decker pp. 73-77. The only modifications were to convert
it to an object oriented list. The entire unit is MODIFIED CODE.)

type
lodePtr : 'Nodelec;
LinkPtr : 'LinkObj;
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lodelec : record
lest: lodePtr;
Itm: ThreeLocPtr;
end;

LiakObj : object
First,Last: lodeptr;
procedure lait:
procedure Done;
procedure &dd(Thisltm:1hreeolocPtr);
function mptyList:Boolean;
(Checks to see if List pointed to by L is empty and)
(returns Boolean answer)

function FirstList:lodePtr;
(Returns pointer to first lode in List)
function LastList:lodePtr;
(Returns pointer to last lode in List)

end;

{Novingjbj :array[Lowr..Range,Lowr..Range] of LinkObj;}

implementation

[ IRPLNTMTION ONMITTED I THESIS APPENDIX }

end.

{fttt5ttttttt*tThe BSTree Unitttttt'tt*t*t **t**t )

unit ISlree;
interface
uses people,ground;

(This unit is an implementation of a Binary Search Tree modified to work with this terrain program
It is only slight modified from the BS? presented by Decker in Data Structures pp. 198-202. Some
additional procedures were added to suit the main programs needs.)

type
TreeLink : Mode;
linaryjearchJree : TreeLink;
lode : record

Left,light:TreeLink;
?reeodata:Data2dPtr;

end;
wo_?tr : record
NE, St: Dinury..,Serchree;

end;
Landlark2d.Array : array[Lowr..Range,Lowr. lange] of Tuo..tr;
Landbarks2d : 'LandKark2djrray;
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var
LugnarksData: LandNarks2d;

procedure ImitjandMark2d..rray;
(This procedure initializes the LandKark2d.Array by first marking the top of the heap, then allocating
memory frov the heap, and last setting all pointers to nil. IEW CODE)

procedure Irase_2dLandnarkData;
(This procedure erases the LandNark2d..rray by freeing the smeory that has been allocated since the top
of the heap was marked in the initialization of the Landiark2darray. Erasing in this manner prevents
the program from having to go back and de-reference all pointers to the ISTs created. Ill of the
memory allocated since marking of the heap top is freed at once. IRV CODE)

procedure Create(var B: DinaryjearchTree);
(initializes I to point to a new empty binary tree. OIMODIFIID CODE)

procedure Insert(a:Data2dPtr;var B:DinarySearch..tree);
(inserts atom a into tree is such a manner that the resulting tree is
still a BST. If there is a node with the same value as the key already
then the atom is inserted as a right child. MODIFIED CODE)

procedure Clear tree(var P: TreeLink);
(deallocates all pointers in tree so that no garbage is left in heap. MODIFIED CODE)

procedure DisplayLandarks(P:Iinary..Serchtree);
(displays objects in binary search tree by doing an inorder traversal
of tree. KN CODE)

implementation

( IMPLEMENTATION OMITTED IN THESIS APPENDIX I

end.

tttt********t*t*ttttttThe Gtext Unit*tt~titt*tttttt t )
unit Cteit;
{ An extended set of text routines for graphics mode adapted directly from the reference Power Graphics
Using Turbo Pascal by Keith Weiskamp et al pp. 74-79 with no modification necessary
the entire unit is UNMODIFIED CODE)

interface
const

C1 : 113;
ISC : 127;
IS : tOo;

These routines are available to any programs that "use' this unit I
function InttoStr(um: longint): string;
(This function returns an input integer value as string value (text).)
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function ealTostr(n: real; width, decimals: integer): string;
(this function returns an input real value as a string (text).)

procedure Glrite(S: string);
(This procedure writes a string to the screen in graphics node at the location where the cursor is already
pointing.)

procedure GiriteIT(z, y: integer; S: string);
(This procedure writes a string to the screen at a specific location (x,y)}

procedure GlriteCh(ch: char);
(Irites a single character to the screen)

function GleadReal(var Nan: real): boolen;
(Gets a real number as input from the screen followed by a carriage return.)

function GReadStr(var S: string): boolean;
(Echoes input from the keyboard to the screen in graphics mode)

implementation
uses
Graph, Crt;

(IMPLEMENTATION OMITTED I TRISIS APPENDIX

end.

{t***ttft*tt**tt*t**t***tt*The GPopPac Unitttttttt t *t tt

unit GPopPac;
This is a set of utilities that provides popup windows in graphics mode.
The routines use Turbo Pascal's BGI tools to simplify the code. lost of
the graphics settings are saved before a new window is put up and they
are restored when the window is closed. This window data is saved on a
stack. The stack is implemented as an array in order to simplify things. These
Utilities were adopted directly with no modification from Power Graphics Using Turbo
Pascal by Neiskamp et al pp.219-222 with no modifications. The entire unit is
UMODIFIED CODE}

interface
uses
Graph;

coast
NunGlindows 10; Allow for 10 pop-up windows

type
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arapkicsuindow record (Record to save graphics settings
TLefttop,ight,!Dottoz: integer; {Parent window boundaries )
cpi,cly: integer; ICurrent position in parent window
Saveirea: pointer; {Pointer to the saved region
DrawColor: word; (Current draving color

ead;

var
{ Graphics window stack
Windoudtack: array [1.. lumGindous] of Graphicslindov;
I Index to the neit available location on the stack to use
GuiodovPtr: integer;

(fhe externally visible routines from this package
function GPopup(Left, top, Right, lottom, Dordertype,

BorderColor, BackFill, FillClor: integer): boolean;
procedure GUnpop;
procedure UnpopAllindows;

implementation

{ IMPLENENTATION OMITTED IN YISIS APPENDIX

end.

unit Frago;

(This unit installs a keyboard interrupt service routine that intercepts certain keystrokes before
reaching the main program. These interrupts are set up upon initialization of the program and is hidden
from main program. only the variables below are usable b the program directly. This unit was adapted
from "he units explained in Turbo Pascal Advanced Techniques by Chris Ohlsen and Gary Stroker
pp. 197-230. The entire unit is MODIFIED CODE.)

interf ace

var
TiewLeft,Viewlight ,VieuFront,ViewRear,
PitchUp,Pitch~n,Height~p,HeightDn,Zoomin,Ioomout,Iscape:Ioolean;
P: byte;

implementation
uses DOS,CRt,Gtext,gpoppac,graph,groud;

{ IMPLEXKtTIOV OMItTED IV TRESIS

end.
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(C[* t ttSBCSItt2flSThe Info Unit""""""""""'tit)
unit Info;
(This unit kandles the information display on the screen. it can easily be changed to display any
isfouation that is desired. te entire unit is NEI CODE)

interface
U.S Otezt,groud;

procedure DisplayJafornation;
(This procedure displays information in a window at the top of the screen. Information displayed includes
the view azimuth, the pitch angle, the yaw angle, and the viewer location)

implementation
uss graph;

( INPLENENTATIOI OMITTED 11 TIESIS APPENDIX

end.

{ttt****Ct*I t2t** 2*tCThe people Uit""""""""""I*t***
unit people;

(This unit provides functions and procedures to initialize the data for displaying the soldiers
and other objects. The objects provide a procedure to display themselves on the screen (Tieuv..bjJ)
This unit is completely NEW CODE except for function Atan.)

interface

uses graph,groud;
coust

Peoplejef....oeff:Sinigle :0.45;

type
ThreeJndices array[1. .3] of integer;
Four..Idices array~l.A.] of integer;
PeopleYertices :array(1. .32] of vector;
treeJertices :array[l. .14] of vector;
People...ertices2d :arral[l..32] of Point~ypeleal;
Treejertices2d :array~l. .14] of PointTypeleal;
Peoplejorm :arraytl. .111 of vector;
treejorv array[l..12] of vector;
People..ol array~1. .11] of byte;
Tree.S.ol :array~l. .12] of byte;
ColorJadices :arrayll. 11] of Three.~Idices;
Tree.S.olorJudices :array[1..121 of ThreeJmdices;
Seq_. array[l. .32] of Four..Idices;
Tre_.Seq :arrayll. .7] of FourJmdices;
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Seq..djo :record
no..ri:iateger;
Seqoence:SeojI;

and;

?reejeL~bdjo :record
aojri :integer;
Sequence: ?reejeq;

ead;

SeLPtr : SeLandjo;
?reejeLPtr : ?ree Seq audjo;
PeopleVert2dPtr : Peoplejertices2d;
Treelert2dPtr : Treejertices2d;
ObjCol~tr : byte;

DrafBata :object
procedure Init;

end;

TreeColPtr :tree.S.ol;

?reej.rav..Data :object (Drav..ata)
Vertices2d:?reeY.ertices2d;
Dravjeq:ree..eqPtr;
Drau.Col ors :?reeCol Ptr;
procedure Init;
procedure Set_..reejertices2d(obj.head~basej,bse.y,

basej,tree.scale:single);
procedure Set-?reejru..eq(obj..head,base.z~basejy,

basej.:single);
procedure Set..?reeJrau..Colors(obj..,ead: single);
procedure Set AH..ree..Drau..Data(bbead,base z,basejy,basej,

tree...cale:single);
procedure Viev...ree;

end; (?ree..rau...ata..bject)

?ree.Drau..atajPtr : Tree..ravj..ata;

Forrest-Array :arrayti. .20] of Treej..rau.Datajtr;

Forrestjftrees :object
Iunber..o~rees ,TreeYo-iev: Integer;
?he.Jrees:ForrestArray;
procedure init;
procedure Set.?rteeojieu(?kejnudez:initeler);
function GetTree...oyieu: integer;
procedure SetJo.of_?rees(Iu: integer);
function Getjo-ofrees: integer;
procedure Yieu.?ree(indezviattler);

end;
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Forrestjtr : aFrrest-p.f-..rees;

Bata..2dQ.bj :object
Deptb:iugle;
constructor Init(value:Single);
destructor Done;virtual;
procedure SetJeptb(value:single);
function Get~epth~ialle;
procedure SetjrawColors(ptr:objColltr);
procedure Yieuobjj;Yirtual;

ead;

?eopleCol~tr : PeopleCol;
Peopi e.2djbj :object (Dta..dObj)

Data: Peopi elert2dPtr;
DrauSeq: Seqjtr;
Drau_;olors:PeopleColPtr;
constructor Init(Talue:Single);
destructor Donewirtual;
procedure Setjata(Vert2d:PeopleVert2dtr);
function CetJata:?eoplelert2dPtr;
procedure Set..,rau.Seq(Ptr:Seq...tr);
function Getj.rajeq:SteLPtr;
procedure St..rav...olrs(Ptrl:PeopleColPtr);
function Get.Drav Colors: Peopl eColPtr;
procedure Vieu..b; virtual;

end;

tree_2d..bj :object (Data..d..bj)
Tree~indev:integer;
constructor Init(Value:Single);
destructor Done;virtual;
procedure Set..reeJndex(nu:integer);
function Get.Treejadez: integer;
procedure Vievjbjj; virtual;

end;

Draw..eq :record
SeqO_.o_.90,SeCL2O...to_ 36O,
SCLPO....o1U,SeCL1SOQoJ7Ql: Seq...tr;

end;

TreeDrav.Seq :record
SeLOto.45 ,SeqL4..oJO.9,
Seq JO.o..35 ,Seql35..ojSQ,
Seq.1SO..to_.225 ,SeL225to.).70,
Seq..270..to.35,SeqJ15.to_).60: Treejeq..tr;

end;

Peoplelert~tr : Peoplejertices;
?ree~ertPtr :^?ree Vertices;
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treelorPtr 'TreeJorm;
DrauseqPtr :'Drawjeq;
TreeDrau~eqPtr :'?reeDravjeq;
Colorlnd?tr :'Color Indices;
treeCol orlad~tr : treeCol orJzdices;
Data2dPtr :'Dataj.d..bj;
Peoplekataldftr : ̂?ople.~d_0.bj;
Treellata2dftr : ?ree_)d~bj;

Tar
Forrest:ForrestPtr;
Peopi ejata: PeoplI efertPtr;
tree.Data :reelertPtr;
Peopi eJoruals3 Peop I elormPtr;
treejoruals :TreeloruPtr;
PeopleDrawSeq:DrawSeqPtr;
Tree..raujeq:treedrafleq t r;
People..Colorjectorjnd:ColarlndPtr;
Tte.Color...ectorInd:TreeCol orlndPtr;
PeopleCol ors:PeopleColPtr;
Tree~qolors:TreeColPtr;
Peoplejata2d: PeopleData2dPtr;
teejata2d: ?reeData2d~tr;
leaptap: 'vord;
&UnSbus, cms, dims, emS,f US,9 3 unhms, ins, COY,SOY, COR,SOR, COP, SOP: Single;

procedure nit -.Peopl e..raph..DB;
(This procedure initializes the soldier three dimensional display data that all soldiers use to
display themelves. III CODE)

function Compute...eople...olors:PeopleColPtr;
(This function determines the color to draw triangles of the soldier data base. It assumes that the
Set-..rigjal..bj has already been called. III CODE)

function flAn(I, !: Single):Bingle;
(This function returns the value of the arc tangent of z and I values input. MODIFIED CODE]

procedure Set...rig...al..bj(bjja,Obloll ,objitch:Single);
(This procedure sets the trigoometric values used in the View...bjj procedures of each display object.
1BM COBE)

function Dept...Obj(Z...Obj,Y...bj,I...bj:Single) :Single;
(this function returns the depth or distance of an object from the view location, this depth value is
necessary to determine the order in which to draw the various objects. 131 CODE

function threefl..o..2DJbj(ILoc,Loc,Loc~leadj.bj: Single): Peopl eDat12d~tr;
(This function returns a pointer to the two dimensional display coordinates of an object that has been
translated, rotated and scaled as appropriate for the display. 1II CODE)
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juplemeutation

U.s Shades;

( 1111111T1IOI OItTED if TISIS APII

ead.

(ftt~ ttttttftt*tCThe Pieces UnjtHO MMUCCCCB i tCO**C
unit Pieces;
(This asit creates objects for data structures for the platoon soldiers and equiplent.
The entire Unit is IM CODE)
Interface
uses People;

Type
VeapanList :(M1,X203,N0 11249,N1911,W4);
NoveList :(Iarchiug,forcedlarching,Runni;,luhing,Loveravlin,

IighCravlinig,Standing,Ineeling,Layinag);
ShootList :(IighVoliued,LovVoliied,HighValirea1LovVolirea,Loading,

lamed, lotli ring);
CornList :(Talking, Listening, Radioing, Signal ing);
EquipList :(Prcl7,Prc68,PYS5,PVS4,Bayonet);
1moList :(RifialletsNCBullets,S&W~ullets,Lavs,Grenades,

Suokes,Flares,EDP,N203l11,N2C3Suk,Clayuores);
EquipStatus :(Norking,Broken);
AlertStatus :(hvake, Sleeping);
Protection :(Covered,Conctaled,isposed);
DefStatus :(Prepared,lasty,None);
LifeStatus :(Alive 1DeadIouded);

Equiplec :record
IsPresent:Boolean;
Status :EquipStatus;

end;

EquipArray -- rray[Prc77. .Bayonet] of Equiplec;
(stores whether the indiv has a piece of equip and its status)

knoirray :ArrayRliflullets. ClayNores] of Integer;

ThrotDLoc~tr :T'hreeDLocObj;
PersPtr : PersObj;
TreePtr : Treeabj:

ThreeDLocobj :Object
z~y,s,keadinig,Ohjlau,Obj~itch,Objloll: single;
constructor Init(Ptz,Fty,Pts,Orien,Tav,Pitcb,loll :single);
procedure vove(Pti,Pty,?ts:si&gle);
procedure ChangeJeading(IeuJead:Single);
procedure Chaugejaw (Ievja: Singet) ;
procedure Cbugey.itch(Neujitch:Single);



procedure Ckulejoll(Neujoll:igle);
function GetIsingle;
function GetT~sialle;
fuction GetZsialle;
function Getleading:single;
function Getymusialle;
fuictionk Getloll :sialle;
function Getpitch:sinlle;
destructor Doze; virtual;

aud;

Persobj :Object(hbreedLocObj)
TkreefDat&ttr :Peoplelertltr;
No m ls?tr :Peoplelora?tr;
Ssqueuces~tr :DrawleqPtr;
?1pe~plpneapoudist;
Tyployt :loveList;
?ypoShoot:ShootList;
?Ypecon:ComList;
&uoCarried:&uoirray;
EquipCarried: Equip~rry;
Drain: lertStatus;
Exposure: Protection;
DefhPsture: Dc Status;
BodyStatus:LifeStatus;
constructor init(Pti,Pty,Pt:,Orien,Tav,Pitch,Ioll :siuigle);
procedure SetThrseDDataPtr(ptr:Peopleverttr);
procedure Setloruals~tr(ptv:PeopleloruPtr);
procedure SetSequences~tr(ptr:DrauSeq~tr);
procedure Setlpn(Ipn:VeaponList);
procedure Set~ovt(Nvt:XoveList);
procedure SetShoot(Sht:ShootList);
procedure SetCou(Comode: CouList);
procedure SetA~o(Au:AoList;ut: In teger);
procedure Useluo(A=:AnoList;ut:integer);
procedure Issuelquip(Equ:IquipList);
procedure Breaklquip(Equ:EquipList);
procedure fiflquip(lqu:IquipList);
procedure Setlrin(cat:AlertStatus);
procedure Setlxposure(Vis:Protectiou);
procedure Set~ef Posture(Post:Def Status);
procedure Setlody(Coud:Lifeftatus);
f unction GethreeDlataPtr : eopi evertltr;
f unction Getlorualshtr:eopleloruPtr;
function GetSequencesPtr:DrawSeqPtr;
function Getfplpneapondist;
function Getloit :oveList;
fuction GetShoot:ShootList;
function GetCom:CornList;
function Getkuo(Iu: AmaList): Integer;
function Cbecklquip~tat(Equ:EquipList) :EquipStatus;
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function Checklquip~here(Equ:gquipList) :Iooleaa;
function Getflain:llertftatus;
function Gettiposure:Protection;
function GetDaf Posture: Dat Statu;
function Getlody:Lifeftatus;
destructor Dons; Virtual;
ead;

TresObj =Ohject(?kreebLocObj)
constructor Init(Ptz,Pty,?ts,Orien,!au,Pitch,loII:single);
destructor Dane; Virtual;

end;

jupi enentat ion

(IKPLIIUTITIOI OKMTED 11 THESI APPEIDII

ead.

('*C**ttft***U**tTtthe ARFOR UnjtCi fCt*tttiti M*tM )
unit UPON;
(Tis unit is a skeleton for setting up the friendly forces that are necessary for the cobat nodel.
It provides the structure for a light infantry plaoou organization and can be expanded to provide the
structure for a conpany size force. The entire Unit is NEW CODE)

interf ace
uses pieces,people,List;

coast
DefaultJnterval:Single 01

type
Tearns: (Tuedge,TnOuLine, Teiani e, Ned edgeDiamond);
TeanPositions :(TeauLdr,Autolifle1Grenadier,Rifleuau,&ttacheat);
Squadforn, (SqdColuun,SqdLine 1SqdFile);
PitForw : (PltColuuu,LiueLiuie,LineCol 1PltVee,Pltledge,Plttile);
Noftlech (Travel ing, Travel ing...veratch,Bounding);
SqdflsnLst :(Iove,Assault,Support,Defend,Delay,Uithdrav,Reserve);

fire~eanPtr : Fire~eanObj;
piro~eaaobj ZObject
TL,11,ONDR,1N,ITT:PersPtr;
Soldint:Siigle; (Interval betveen soldiers)
Temdorm Teamgorms;
Detections :LinkPtr;
procedure Init(zTL,y?L,zTL~single;Dir:single;or:Teaalorm)
procedure Dome:
procedure SetONDR(PPtr:PersPtr);
procedure Set&R(PPtr:PersPtr);
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procedure $etL(?Ptr:PersPtr);
procedure SetRR(PPtr:Pers~tr);
procedure SetA?T(??tr:?ers?tr);
procedure SetSoldierlaterval(Sp:Single);
procedure Ietforution(Poru:Yauoru;Interval: Sing Is);
Procedure Stfletections(DPtr:LinkPtr);
procedure Attacklla(PPtr:Per3Ptr);
procedure Detaclaa( Posit:eainPositions ;var PPtr :PersPtr);
function1 Get~eteCtiOns:LinkPtr;
function GetGIDR:Per3Ptr;
function CetAI: er3Ptr;
function GetYL: Pers~tr;
fuctios GetUl:PersPtr;
f unction Getli :Pers~tr;
function Get~oldierluterval :Siugle;
function Getforuation:Teaulorts;
procedure Eesupplyleau(Perc:Single);
procedure loveteas;
procedure ChangeTeandeading(Aztsingle);

end;

SqdPtr : Squad;
Squad :Object

SqdLdr:Pers~tr;
Alpha ,Iravo :FireTeankPtr;
Sqdforu: Squadlorus;
Sqdlsn :SqdksuLst;
TeaUlut:ingle;
procedure Init(x?L,ytL,sL~sinkgle;Dir:siugle;Fara:SquadForus);
procedure Done;
procedure SetA?iretean(ADPtr:PireteanPtr);
procedure SetB~ireteani(ABPtr:Firetean~tr);
procedure SetSqdLdr(?Ptr:Pers~tr);
procedure SetTeaslaterval(Sp:Single);
procedure SetSqd~orn(Porui:SquadForms;lnterval :Single);
procedure Attachxau(P~tr:Pers~tr);
procedure DetachNUa(?osit:YenaositionS;var P~tr:PersPtr);
procedure ResupplySqd(Perc:Single);
procedure 1oveSqd(Yech:IovtTech);
procedure ChangeSqdleading(Wzsingle);
function GetllireTeau:ireTeauftr;
function Getllireteau:Fire?eanPtr;
function GetSqdLdr:Pers~tr;
function Cettenaulterval : ing I e;
function GetSqd~orn:Squad~orus;
procedure GetSqdLoc(var zsys'zs:single);
function Get~qdleadioq: uingie;

end;

pltptr *Platoon;
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Platoon :Object
IstSqd,SecSqd,ThdSqd :Sqd~tr;
procedure Init(zTL,yTL,sTL:single;Dir:sinigle;foru:Pltrou);
procedure Done;
sad;

Tar

implementation

Wes ground;

(INPLEIIT&TIOI OMITTED II THESIS IPPEIDI!

end.

("""""""'**t~t~" ****The Main Prograittitt"ttttittt
program Main;
(This is the min program that uses allI of the units l isted below. The interface portion of these units
is presented above. The main program is IRV CODE)

uses Frago,G~extlrfor,people,List,IS~ree,pieces,Ground3,Ground2,Ground,
shades ,crt ,graph;

Tar
DhueTeam:?ireTeamPtr;
ctr:integer;
Ialtlov:Single;
St artjeading: SinglIe;

procedure Initializejisposables;
var
i:integer;

begin
lnit~.Lad~ark2d..rray; (also larks leapTop while creating array of BST's)
Iev(Array.of..overs); (creates array of Lists for each square)

PillbarArry.Ojovrsize~(&ray...ojorrsiO);(Set all Painters to nil)

&rray...Ojlovers LTruc(Ihmeleam '.TL .CetI-lapjLCJ),
Trunc(Ilue~eam.TV'.GetZ-NapjLCJ_).dd(lueeam .TL);

irray...foversTruc(lue~eam.GIR.et-KapjLC ),
Trumc(31lue~eaa^l - .I Get -apjLC.) .Id(Iueeaa .AR)

Irrsy_.Of...oversE rac(l efTam' INND. Get I-apjLCJ) ,
Truec(11 utTeam' .D Get -NpJLCj) A dd (I ueTeam .NDE

IrrayOfJovers*[?ruc(1l ue~eam .ITT'. GetZ-XapJLCJ),
Truuc (Iue~ea. ATV. .GetZ-XapjLCJ) ].Add (11 eTeam' .&TT);

end;
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procedure Initializejodel;
begin

Iriteln('Enter the heading for someent at startup in degrees i.e. 180.0');
leadin(StartJoadiag) ;
Startjeading: :pitStartJeading/ 180;
triteln('12ter the z coordinate for lover left corner of of unp start');
leadl(Kap..LC.z);
*ritela('Iater the i coordinate for lover left corner of of uap start');
leadlu(IapjL..);
I!T3D;
Shades .Changea&lette;
Shades. Initlones;
fillfindov(11,0);
IRITEPIGUI:1-URITIPAGE;
SETTISUALAGE( 1-U11IIGA);
SETACTIVIPIGI(UITlIPAGI);
fillfindov(1l,0);
read3d...ile(data,apjLCJ,NapjLCJ);
VievJt::0.02;
Of fset::0.5;
!au..if :0.0;
Trans...::21.25; Trans...s::10.0;
TRANSJ.:: Viii !t + elevate(Transj Trans_;Z);
Set..,igt..,Surce(0.,1.0,0.0,0.35,0.25); (0.7071068,-0.10110680,0.75,0.25);)
SetPitch:: Pit3/180; [Io higher than 89 deg)
Pitcb..ng: :Set Pitch;
Al locate..neu;
Cal cul ate..urf ace...Ioras;
Calculatejurface~qolors;
BlfOY: :0.523598175;
tly::18; tlz::25;
bry::331; brz::614;
scale::(1+BITLI)tCos(HalffOV)I(2tSin(HalfFOV));
InitjPeopl e...graph...B;
Neu(Dlueheu);
Blue~eaa^. Init (NapjLCj.11. 25, el evate(l. 25,15. 1),apjLC..+15. 1,Startjeading,Tmedge)

end;

procedure Set..Vieu..Coord(PPtr:Pers~tr;Off:Single);
Tar

Of f...ilt :ingle;
begin
if (View~ront : True) then begin

Yavjif::0.0;
VieFront::Yalse
end

else if (VievLeft : True) then begin
Ta,..if:: -1.570796;
ViewLeft: :Ialse
end

else if (Viewight : True) then begin
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Tau..Dif:: 1.570711;
vioutight: :Fal me
aud

else if (Viedlear :True) then begin
ftaujif:: 3.141593;
Viculear : :111se
aud

also if (PitchUp = True) then begin
Pitckjug::itc...&g - Set...itch;
Pitch~p ::False
end

else if (PitchDa True) then begin
Pitck~ug::itch..&g + Setjitch;
PitchDn::Ialse
end

else if (leightUp :True) then begin
Yieujt:: Vievuht + 0.2;
Deigbtup::False
end

else if (Ieighthn T rue) then begin
Yiev~ht:: Vieujt -0.2;
Ieiththn::False
eud

else if (Zoosn = True) then begin
Scale-.- 2'cale;
Zoouin:Zralse
end

else if (Zoout :True) then begin
Scale: :cale*0.5;
Zoouout::False;
end;

lavjng:: P~tr'.Getleading 4 Yau...if;
Trans..:: PPtr .Cetz-KapjLCJ.-off'Sin(Yaujnug);
Trans..:: PPtr^. Gets-KapjLCJ-of f'Cos (Yavng);
Transj: elevate(?rans_..z.ranss.)4iev..t;

end;

begin
isitializejodel;
Setjyie..Coord(Dlue~eau' .TL,Offset);
Check..isplayjeain;
luitialise-Disposablea;

for ctr::1 to 5 do begin
lelease(teaplop);

Set ..ieu..oord(Dlue~eau .TL,Offset);
Ckeck..ispl ayjeuain;
Initial izejisposabi es;
viev;
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end;
1.1 ease(IeapUoP);
Bluedeau. Set Forution (?unLine,Detaul tjoterval);
llueheu love?,.;
Setjie..Coord(Ilueteau .?L ,Offset);
Check jispi yjeu
!nitillileiiSPOsble3;
view;
for ctr::1 to 5 do begin
Release(leap?op);
Iloe?en^.love?..;
Set jie...Coord(Dlue~eau .TL,Offset);
Check...isplayjeuain;
Initial izejisposabl es;
view;

end;
Release(leap~op);
Blue?eam .SetForuation(?uledge,Deftultjnaterval);
31 ue?eas .Kov e?eau;
Set View Coord(BlueTean' .TL,Offset);
Check..Displayjesain,
Initial ie..isposabl es;
vie';
Release(IeapTop);
Ilue~eas' .SetForattion(Kod...edge,Defaultjlnterval);
Oluedeal'. Move? arn;
Set iev_.Coord(BI ne~ean'.?L,Offset);
Check..ispl ayjeuin;
Ini ti a1i ze.isposabl es;
view;
for ctr::1l to 5 do begin
Release(leaptop);
DlueTearn.MoveTeam;
SetjVievCoord(Blue?ean' .?L,Offset);
Checkjisplayjeoain;
Initial ie.isposabl es;
view;

end;
lelease(UeapTop);
Ilne?ea.'.SetForution(?eanFile,Defau] t-nterval);
31 uehean^ oveean;
Set jie...Coord(DlueTeau' .TL,Offset);
Cbeck...isplyjesaiu;
Initial izejisposabl es;
view;
for ctr::1 to 5 do begin
lelease(leaPTOP);
31 neear' .Noveheas;
Set..YieCoord(Dlue?eau .?L,Offset);
Cbeck.isplayjeuin;
Initial isejisposabl es;
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vie';
ead;

Ileaa '.SetForution(Diauond,Def asuit nterval);
II ugleavm ovetes;
Set lievCoord(Diue~eaa .TL,Offset);
Ckeckjisplayjiain;
Initial iiejisposabl es;
vieu;

for ctr::I to 5 do begin
iease(RHepTop);
11 ustean Nave~ea.;
Set~jieu300rd(Ilue~eas .?L,Offset);
Ckeckjisplayjeuin;
Ini tiaize..isposabl es;
vieu;

end;

Release(Ieaptop);
Blueleau.Setforationi(Tuledge,Def suitInterval);
Ii ueteau .Novetean;
Set Vieu.Coord(Blue?eau' .?L,Offset);
Check..ispl syjemain;
Initiaiize-Disposabies;
view;

for ctr::1 to 10 do begin
Release(HeapTop);
slueTeasn Joveeat;
Setjie..Coord(Biueteau' .TL,Offset);
Check...ispl syjemain;
Initia I ize..isposab I es;
view;

end;

Ielease(Heap'top);
IlueTea.M',oveTeam;
Set.jieu.,Coord(BlueTea..TL, Offset);
Check...ispl my)emain;
hi t ial is e.isposab Ies;
view;

Ilueteam' .Cbange?eauleadinig(0.78539);
for ctr::l to 20 do begin

DineTeam' JoveTeas;
SetjyievCoord(Ilue~eau .?L,Offset);
Checkjispiayjemain;
Initial i ze.Disposabl es;
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viel
end;

31 veTeauXChugeeaheading(l. 570791);
for ctr:--1 to 20 do begin

leease(NeaP OP);
31 n'.1 oveteam;
Set jie..ourd(1lve~eu. .TL,Of fsit);
Cheeck-ispl myemin;
Initial ize.Disposabl is;
viol

and;

I1lue~enu. Changeeuleading(2.3561945);
for ctr::1 to 20 do begin

Release(Heaptap);
Ilue~em' .Kove?eas;
Set...iev.SoCord(BlueTe&&^. TL,Of fset);
Checkjisplayjeuain;
Initial iae..isposabl es;
view

end;
11 Wnea .ChangeTeauleading (pi'1 90/ 180);
for ctr::1 to 45 do begin
Ielease(Ieaptop);
II ueTeas' .KoveTeaa;
Set jie....ord(Dlue~ean'.TL,Off set);
Checkjispl ayjeuain;
Initial ie.isposabl es;
vie'

end;
Release(Heaptop);
?ransi: :transz$3 .5355339;
Transj::trns.z1. 4544661;
?rans...::elevate(trans...,transj) * ievjt;
Tau..aaj::Y~au.a+0 .735396163;
Cbeckjispl ayjesain;
InitializejDisposables;
viel;
telease(IeapTop);
Yras.::tras..p1.4644661;
TrausZ: :trans z-3. 5355339;
Trans..y::elevate(trans..,trans-z) *Vieujt;
!au..ang: :T1au..Ang+0.735398163;
ChecLjispl ayjeuin;
Initial isojisposibles;
view;
lelse(Ieapyof);

Trans_;: :trans 1-3.5355339;
Tras.. ::trans i-I.44461;
Transj::eleate(trs..,tras.) + Tiewjt;
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!a,..ag:: ag;O .735393163;
Check..ispl zyjouin;
Ili till i zejisposabl es;
view;
lease(Reap~op);
?rzsX..:ztrus..i- .4644661;
?rusj ::trausz.3.5355339;
?rausj: :el euateC tritea, traus.) 4 vieuj1t;
Yau_&ug::T~aw..aa+O.73539163;
Iaitialize.Dispasabl es;
'is,;
ch:zreadkey;
Reee13eaSTop);

Restore;
CLOSICRAPH;

end.
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APPENDIX D. ASSEMBLY CODE ROUTINES

This Appendix is referenced in Chapter IV of the thesis in the section

regarding Graphics Implementation Issues. The intent of this chapter is

to provide a complete listing of the FillTri and FImITriC routines and the

routines they need to operate properly. A complete listing of the source

code file is provided on the following pages.

.XODEL TPASCAL
lytesPerLine cOg 80 ; lumber of Bytes in video buffer per line
OriginOffsetl 1Q0 0 ; Byte offset of (0,0) ON FIRST PAGE
OriginOffset2 IQU 8000h ; Byte offset of (0,0) ON SECOND PACE
VideoBufferSeg 1Q0 0AOh ; Video memory location Page 1
1yteOffsetShift IOU 3 ; used to convert pixels to byte offset

Fill50a EOU GAih ;10101010b
FillSOb EQOU 55h ; OlOlOlO1b
Pill5oc EQU G11h
Fill5Od IoU 55h
Fil125a EQU 44h 01000100b
Fill25b EQU lib ; O000O00lb
Fil125c EQU 44h
Fil125d IOU lib
Pilll2a IOU 20h ; 00100000b
Filll2b IOU 02h ; 0000010b
Filll2c EQU 80h 1 1000000Gb
Filll2d IOU Oh ; 00001000b

.DITA
VarFilla D1 ? var for keeping current fill for 1st row
Varfillb DS ? " " " 2d row
VarPillc DI ? 3d row
Varfilld DI ? 4th row
CurrFill DO ? Byte code to keep track of which Varfill

to use next
PatCode DB ? var to store fill pattern for this row
COLOR D ? war to store current fill color
COLOl1 DI ?
COLO2 OB ?
IITEIP D ? ; var to store teporarily ordered tri
I2TIP DN ? values
13?P ND ? var to store temporarily ordered tri
ITiP DI ? ' values
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T2ilP M ? var to store temporarily ordered tri
137I0P N ? ; alues
ILT NR ? Right Limit of horizontal line
LFLT N ? Left Limit of lorizontal line
lILI N ? light Limit of horizontal line
LPLM N ? Left Limit of lorizontal line
I?L?2 N ? Used as tight Limit if 1-2 and 1-3

are low slope
LIML2 H ? Used as Left Limit it •
lItST13 DI ? Used to indicate if 1-3 uses first or last

value in low slope routine
rllS?12 D ?
L1S23 DD ?
RLT? of ?
ICURK N; Current t value for lorizontal line
D113 D1 ?
DI12 DV ?
D123 ON ?
VhIIC13 Dl ?
1li21RC13 D ?
V1hlIIC12 DW ?
TIR21IC12 ON ?
ViIIIC23 DN ?
VH211C23 DI ?
1OI13 N ?
IORIZII12 DW ?
101111123 DV ?
LOIISI DN I ; Used when multiplication is required
lINSil DI ?
SLOPE13 DBE
SLOP123 DB ?
SLOPEI2 0 ?
ROUT1E13 D ?
IogI1112 DW ?
OU?11E23 D ?
COMIll x ?
cOUuTfl2 DN ?
SPBCCISI DI ?

11?11 ?L!:1O1D ; Top left y coordinate of view window
WRIlN 1L1:101D ; Top left z coordinate of view window
MINE 311:01D ; Bottom right I coordinate of view window
IlE 311:01D ; Bottom right z coordinate of view window
IlN WlIitPIGE:IORD ; Video Page to write on
Dl KIDS

;Changing lbits to lih = 101, 0$h : and, 10h : or, 00 Replace

.CODE
1LRi HLINI: 1ER
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Piieliddr PROC Ila
PUBLIC Pixellddr

Function: Determine buffer address of pixel in native 101 and VGA:
3201200 16 Color
640200 16 Color
640:350 16 Color
640:480 2 Color
640350 monochrome
640x480 16 Color

Caller: 11 y - coordinate
BI : z - coordinate

Returns A : Bit usk
1I: byte offset in Buffer
CL : number bits to shift left
IS video buffer segment

NOT CL,BL ; CL :: lov order byte of i
PUSH DI ; preserve DI

OY DI,BytesPerLiue ; 11 :: ytBytesPerLine
NUL DI

POP DX
SIR Bil
SHI Bil
SIR Ii ; 11 :: 1/%
ADD B1,A1 ; BI:: ytBytesPerLiue + 1/8
NOV AINRITEPAGE
CKP 11,0
Jl OTHERPAGE
ADD Dl,OriginOffsetl
JKP GTG

OTEIRPAGE:
ADD BI,OriginOffset2 ; B! :: byte offset in VIdeo Buffer

GG: NOV Al,VideolufferSeg
NOV 5,1! ; ES:BI :: byte address of pixel

AID CLo ; CL = 7
10 CL,7 ; CL:: number of bits to shift left
NOT 11, ; A:: ushifted bit mask
ret

Pisellddr IIDP

; configure pattern variables for fill

SetPattern PROC patno:byte
PUBLIC SetPattern
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This routin sets the pattern to fill a triangle

1 : 25% fill
2 :12.51 fill

deteruine which pattern is desired
NOT AL,patjio ; IL :- Pat-Do
CUP I.LO ; if pat-no :0 then go to P01
1! PO1

CUP 11,1 ; if pat-g.o 1 then go to P02
is P02 ; else pattern 2 (124 fill)

Nov Ii,!illl2a ;(12% fill)
NOT [Varlillabil
NOV AH,7illl2b
NOT [Varfillb],Al
lay II,Filll2c
NOV (VarFillc],AH
NOV AH,Filll2d
NOV [Varfilld],AD
UIP PU!?T

PC 1:
NOV INFillsoa ;50% fill
Nov [Varfilla],iH
NOV 1I,10ll50b
NOV (Varrillb),1H
Nov II,Fill5Oc
NOV [Varfillc],&H
NOV 13,Pill50d
NOV [Varfilld],Al
JIP Pill?

P02:
Nov LIUM2a 25% fill
NOV [Varfilla],AH
Nov II,Fill25b
NOV [Varfillb],1H
NOV HI,Pi112sc
NOV [Tarfillc],&
NOV U,Pill25d
NOV jVarfilld],1H

Pill?: NOV AL,S8h Set pattern code for 1st row
NOT [PAlCODI] ,AL

it?

Sethattern BGOP
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Coat igGrapk PROC NEAR

configure graphics controller

NOT DI,3C~h ;DI: Oraphics Controller port addr

NOT lU,[color] isA piiel color
101 AL,11L I L set/reset register number
OUT DR111

NOT A1,OPDlh 11 1111 h b (bit plane mask for
Enable Set/Reset Register I

OUT DR1,A AL :: Enable Set/Reset Register

NOV AH,RNlbits ;bits 3 and 4 of AS : function
NOV AL,3 ;AL :: Data Rotate/Func Select Reg I
OUT DIX
RET

ConfigGraph ENUP

lorline PROC near

This routine draws a horizontal line using a fill pattern. It is only used by Pili~ri and FillTriC
The variables YCURR, PATCODE, ltltl, and rtltl must be set by FiliTri before calling this procedure.

Set fill for this line using pattern code
NOV AL,80h
NOV DIDCR
NOV CRI[YCURR]
AID CL,03b
SEL CL,l
Rol 1L,CL
NOY tPATCODS],AL
NOV CI,D1

CUP ALPI80h check code to determine uhich rov to use
is QQl

CNP IL,20h
Is Q02

CUP 1L,46h
is Q03

Nov AI,[VARFILLD]
NOY Ic0IRFILLJ,AI
imp Q11IT
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0o1: ov Uo1[VAFILLA]
NOT [CUIXFILLIA
JP gill?

002: NOV A,[1FID LLS]
NO (Cu9rILL1,1l
31P QUIT

003: IOV U,[VRPILLC]
NOV [CURRPILLLoH

preserve SI 1 0I

UI?: PuSH SI
PUSH DI

routine for Horizontal lines (slope 0)

Nov &I',[CU.i]
cap bx,cz
jb nochange
xchg bi,cz

nochange: loy [lfltl],bz
20 [rtltl],ci
CALL PIIIL&DDR ; AH :: Bit Nask

S:11 -) video buffer
CL :: I bits to shift left

NOV DI,B! ; ES:DI -) video buffer
NOV D1,AH ; DR :: Bit mask for first byte

NOT DO ; DR:: reverse bit mask for first byte
SIL DH,CL
1OT Do ; DH:: bit mask for first byte

Nov CI,[RLT1]
AID CL,7
IO CL,7 ; CL:: number of bits to shift left
NOT DL,O??h ; DL:: unshifted bit mask for rightmost

byte
SIL DL,CL ; DL :: bit mask for last byte

determine byte offset of first and last pizel in the line
NOT AI,[RTL?I]
NOT U,[LTI]

NOV CL,yteOffsetshift

SIR AI,CL ; Al :: byte offset of x2
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811 11,CL ; 11: bite offset of il
NOT C1,11
SUB CXIII ; C1: (1bytes in line) - I

;get graphics controller port address into DI

NOV HIM0 if1: bit mask for first byte
BL ::bit mask for last byte

;tentative begin of loop save ha, cx,di,si
PUSH BI
?USK CI
PUSH DI
?USE SI

DoriaLine:
and bl,[currfill] ; get pattern correct for first

;and last byte
and bh,[currfill]

NOV DI,3Clh ; DI: Graphics Controller Port
NOV ALS ; AL Bit Mask Register

make video buffer addressable through DS:SI

PUSH Us; preserve US

FISH is
POP US
NOV SI,DI ; 0:5! -> video buffer

set pixels in leftmost byte of the line

OR 31,11
is L43 ;jump if byte aligned ( 11 is leftmost

pixel in byte
OR ClICI
ill L42 ;jup if more than one byte in the line

110 DL,DH IL :: bit mask for 1st byte
JIP SHORT L44

L42: NOV 1111 update graphics controller
OUT 01,11 AlI :: bit mask for 1st byte

NOV8 update bit planes

DIC CI

use a fast 388 machine instruction to drav the remainder of the line

L43: POP DS KillK DA? SIGNER? ADDR1SSII
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NOV AH,[currfill]
PSI DS ; PRESERVE DS
PUSH iS ; RE VIDEO 8UF1 ADDRESSALE THROUGH DS:SI
POP DS
OUT DI,L1
lip NOVS3 ; Draw line a byte at a time

set pixels in the rightmost byte of the line

L44: NOV 1H,BL ; AN :: bit mask for last byte
OUT D1II ; update graphics controller

NOVSB ; update bit planes

POP DS ; restore DS

NOV AL,[CURRFILL] ; IL current fill pattern
lOT AL ; AL reverse fill pattern
NOV [CURRPILL],AL ; new fill pattern for same horizontal

line. Set pattern to get at pixels
not changed on first pass

NOV AH,[COLOR2] ; set color to background fill color
NOV [COLOR],AH ; for second pass

NOV DI,3CEh ; D1:: Graphics Controller port addr

XOR ALAL ; AL :: set/reset register number
OUT DIA

POP REGISTERS THAT WERE SAVED
POP SI
POP DI
POP CX
POP BI

and bl,[currfill] ; get pattern correct for first
; and last byte

and bh,[currfill]

NOV DI,3C~b ; DI:: Graphics Controller Port
NOV ALS ; AL :: lit Nask Register

make video buffer addressable through DS:SI

PUSH OS ; preserve DS

PUSH ES
POP DS
NOV SI,DI ; DS:SI -) video buffer
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set pixels in leftmost byte of the line

OR IRIBH
JS L43B ; jump if byte aligned ( xil is leftmost

pixel in byte
OR CI,CI
Jil L423 ; jup if more than one byte in the line

no SL,8H ; IL :: bit mask for 1st byte
JmP S10T L44B

L42D: NOV £1B ; update graphics controller
OUT DI,U ; Al :: bit mask for 1st byte

MOVSB ; update bit planes
DEC CI

use a fast 8086 machine instruction to draw the remainder of the line

L43B: POP DS ; MAKE DAT SEGMENT ADDRESSABLE
NOV AH,[currfill]
PUSH DS ; PRESERVE DS
PUSH ES ; MAKE VIDEO BUFFER ADDRESSABLE THROUGH DS:SI
POP DS
OUT DI,AX
REP MOYSB ;Draw line a byte at a time

set pixels in the rightmost byte of the line

L44B: NOV AH,BL ; A : bit mask for last byte
OUT DI,AX ; update graphics controller

NOVS ; update bit planes

POP DS ; restore DS

NOV AL,[CURRFILL] ; AL current fill pattern
NOT AL ; AL :: reverse fill pattern
NOV [CURRFILL],IL ; new fill pattern for same horizontal

; line. Set pattern to get at pixels
; not changed on first pass

L55: NOV AH,[COLORI] ; restore primary color after second
NOV [COLOR],AB ; pass

NOV Dl,3Cth ; DI:: Graphics Controller port addr

IOR ALAL ; AL set/reset register number
OUT DK,&k

SKIPJUMP:
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POP DI

POP SI

i'

NorLine RDP

IISLOPI PROC NAR
; This routine is used by the NiSlope routines (i.e. IiSlopel2) and returns the
; increment to move horisontally to find the border pixel in register 1I. Th A1 register
returns the nev DI variable

OR 1,11
JIS 011GDI
ADD 1NI1
ZO BI,8I
UKP KIBII

IOIIGDI: ADD AXIC
NOV DII

IIDY1: RET
HISLOPE ENDP

LOSLOPE PROC NEAR
This routine is used by the LowSlope routines (i.e. LovSlopel2) and returns the
increment to move horizontally to find the border pixel in register DI. Th I register
returns the new DI variable

PUSH SI
ZOR SI,SI ; zero SI

LOSLO :
ADD SI,DI ; add horizontal increment
OR 11,11; check DI for to see if positive
JIS PODI
ADD AI,BI
JNP LOSLO

PODI: NOv 11,31
ADD AI,CI
POP SI

RET
LOSLOPE KIDP

IiSlopel3 PROC NEAR
This routine implements Dresenha's algorithm for the High Slope case
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NOV L&K4Dh131
NOV lI,[VlIhINC13J
Nov CI,[VAR21IC13]
NOV Dl,[101151N13]
CALL KISLOPI
Nov [DI11,AX
NOV KIJ[LFLT]
ADD A1,1!

NOV [LPL?],LX
RE?

IiSlopel3 END?

LovSlapel3 PROC BEAR

NOV A11[D!13]
NOV lX,[TAR1IIC13]
NOV CID[VAR21IC13]
Nov DI,[IORIZI113]
CALL LOSLOPE
NOV [DI11,A
NOV AIJ[LLT]
ADD XB
NOV [LFLT],AZ
RET

LovSlopel3 KID?

Verticall3 PROC NEAR

NOV BI,(IITEKP]
Nov [LFLT],DK

RE?
Verticall3 ENDP

HiSlope12 PROC BEAR

NOV AI,[DI12]
NOV III[VARIINCI2]
NOV CI,[V&R211C121
NOV D1IBORIZINI2]
CALL DISLOPE
NOV [DI11],A!
NOT U,(RLT]
ADD AlIBI
NOT [RTLT] ,AI
REt?

IiSlopel2 E10?
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Lofllopel2 PROC Vll

NOT x, [DU12]
NOV lxd!ARUIIC12]
M0I C!,[VAR21IC121
NOV IJ101z1112]
CALL LOILOPI
NOV [0112],AI
NOT U (ITLI
ADD 11,11
NOv [lLT],AZ
it

Loudlopel2 IIDP

VerticaIl2 PROC NEAR

NOV lI,(I2TEHP]
NOV fRTLT],DI
NOV [DI12],O
RET

VerticaI12 INDP

HiSlope23 PROC NR

Nov I,[D123]
Nov BK,EVARIIIC23]
NOY CI,[TIl2IlC23]
NOV DI,(HORIZ1123]
CALL SISLOPE
NOV [D123],11
NOV AXfRYLTAL?]
ADD AX,!!
NOT (RLTAL?] ,I
RET

HiSlope23 ENDP

LosSlope23 PROC BEAR

NOT II JD123]
NOV BI, (VARIlIC231
NOT Cl,[Vli21C23]
Nov DLEIORII23]
CALL LOSLOPE
NOV [D1231,Al
NOV AZ4RTLTALTJ
ADD A1,81
NOV [IRLTAL?],AZ
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RE?

LowSlope23 EIDP

Vertical23 PIOC NIB

NOT n,[x2TNP]
NOV [TLAL)]nX
NOV [D123],0
t?

Vertical23 RIDP

Iorizontal23 PROC near
NOV II,[x2TENP]
NOV [tLT],1X
RET

Iorizontal23 RID?

FillTri PROC xl:IORD,yl:IORD,z2:IORD,y2:VORD,x3:IORD,y3:eord,n:BDlTo:byte,RNlbits:BTE
PUBLIC Pilltri

This routine fills a triangle identified by its three vertices with a pattern of two colors,
n and o. ?he variable hlibits set the graphics controller to vrite using AID, OR, or 1O Logic.
The pattern must be set befor calling this routine with routine SetPattern. This routine uses the
following routines -- ConfigGraph, PixelAddr, lorline, all liSlope (i.e HiSlopel2),
all LowSlope (i.e. LowSlopel2), all Vertical and Horizontal Routines (i.e. Vertical23)
Order values so that 11 is I sim and 13 is t max

PUSH SI
PUSH DI

Set fill color for this line using color code

NOV IL,I ; AL :: fill colort tt  't t

NOV [COLOR],AL ; Color : fill colorttt ttttt

NOV [COLOI1],AL
NOY AL,O
NOV [COLOR21,AL
CALL COIFIGGRAPH
10 AL,AL
NOV ISLOP113],AL ; Set all slopes equal to zero
Noy [SLOPE12],AL
NOV [SLOPE23],AL
NOT 11,Y1 ove all I & T values to
NOV 11,12 to processor registers before
NOV CI,13 beginning sort.
NOV DII1 Values are sorted from lowest to
NOV DI,12 highest I values. If I values are
NOV SI,13 same then sort by lowest I value.
CN? ID,3 DEGI SORT
JE 101 NEED TO CHECK TO ORDER BT I VALUES
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Ua 102 ;110 To REORDER

it 103 NE111 TO CICK TO ORDER 311 T ALUE
U1 P04 IR1110 TORORDER
imp ORDERED

PH1: CI? DIM0
IllET ORDER IS OUTY If 11 - 12 (-- 0 ELSE 0O

TO 102

P02: ICIG 11, 1 ; Exchange I and I values
ICEG 11,01
3M? NElT? Go back and start 03 point Two.

103: cliP 91181
331 ORDERED ;ORDER IS OKAY IF 12 - 13 "0 ELSE CO

TO P04
104: ICIG BXC1 ; Echange I and Y values

ICEG DIM5

31 ALYCEECK
JA REORDER
JKP ORDERED

ALTCHECK: CNP DI,DI
MD ORDERED

REORDER: ICEG 1IIX ; Echange I and Y values

ORDERED:
NOV [Y1TENP],AI ; Save the Correctly ordered
NOV [Y2T1NPLII1 ; I and T Values
NOV (Y3TENP] ,Cl
NOV (ITENPI,DI
NOV (12TENPjDI
NOV 113TENP],SI
NOV [LFLTLDI ; Initialize left limit, right limt
NOV [RTLTJ,DI ; right limt alternate, and I current
Nov [RTLTALTJ,DI
NOV (CCRR 111

NOV 1113! 11I: 13
NOV 31ll

i2 TERML JUNP If LI1NE FION I TO 31IS VERTICAL
IS ?05 ;JUN? IF POSITIVE
NEC AX
via I ; AKE 10USH 11CR FOR LINE 1-3 NEGATIVE
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P05:y NO1101111113],3

NOV 314!11TIMPI
NOT cXT3TEF]
SUB C1,11 ; 1 D113
at 3031113
CuP c11.1
JL V~i ;Y D DI LON SLOPE
ICIC AlIC a ZICIANE D1 AUp 01
NOV IL,1
NOV [SIOPE13I,BL ;Set code for high slope
NOV UI,OFFS1T IISLOP113
NOV RODTINE13,II Set Routinel3 to BISLOPE13
NOV [FIRST13],O Set FirstI3 to false
imp 70 lML

P06:
NOV DL,O

NOV [SL0P[13],IL ; Set code for LOU slope
Nov D1,OFFS1T LOUSLOPE13
NOV ROUTINL13I

F06ALT: SHL C1,1 C1 C:: 2 t DY
NOV [VAIIIIC131,C I I2CR I FOR 1 -3 :2 aDT
SUB C1,11
NOV [D113],Cl 0 113 :: (2 t DY) - 01
SUB C1,11 C; C:: 2*(DY - BE)
Nov [VA3211C13],CI V1121IC13 :: 2'(DY-DI)
JNP STIRT12

TERTM: IR 31,1; LINE FRON 1 TO 3 IS VERTICAL
NOV [BORIZIN13],DI ; ORIZ 11CR : 0
NOV DI,OFFSET VIRTICAL13
NOV ROUTIM~3,I1
NOV [SLOP113]L3 ;Set Slope Code : 3
NOV [FIRST13],O ;Set Firstl3 to false
imp START12

I0RI113: ; ALL Till POINTS ARE BORIZOITAL Dill LINZ FRON 1 - 3
NOV I,(T1TINPI
NOV (YCJJRR], II ICR TITEMP
NOV 3I,[I1IMP]
NOV [LFLT] .31 ;LFLT ITENP
NOV C1, 113711P]
NOV [lTLICI RTLT: M3TNP
NOV 3I1,LFLT]
Nov CZ,[RTLTI
CALL 10O1,1I1
IN? 1711117

STAIT12:
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NOT UIDI 11 : 12
NOT 11,1 31 :lorizmntal Increnst
NOV DI,[1?IIF1]
Su1 11D 11 :12.-I1 :D112

1110112 ;161P If 0L I ON 30 1 TO02 IS VIRIC&L
M1 707 ;JunP IF POSITIVE

Vic Is
no 1 IIMII 01 1 1 01 O MLE 1-2 1REGIME

707: Not 110111121,11
NOT 111[11711P]
low cl14Y2?UP]
asU C1,11 C; : BY12
NOT [COUI1IR1],CI

JI 1011:12
I0U: CUP CI,&Z

AL M0 B Y D 1 LOU SLOPE
ICIG HIC 'a ICIANGI BY LID DI
Nov UL,01
Nov mSon12 ],IL ;Set code for high slope
Not 31,01189? HISLOPII?
NOT ROUTIII12,1
Nov [71351121,0
i? FOULT

NOT SI,
NOV ISLOPII21,1L ;Set code for LOW slope
NOT 31,OFSI? LOUSLOP112
NOV 300111112,11

FOUIL?: SIL CI,1 C; C:: 2 * BY
NOV [VLR11IC12],C I I1CR 1 FOR 1 -2:2 * DY
SUB C1,11
Nov [DI12LC1 D112 :: (2 t DY) -DI

SUB dI1l ; CI ::2*(DY - 11)
NOT IVLR2IIC12],CI V1121IC12 :: 2*(DY-DI)
IMP SLR?2

113112: 01 Bills ME L I NI OM 102 IS VIRIC&L
NOT (1011111],1 ; 30hZ 11CR 0
NOV LI0131113]
CUP A1,8I
is 10111111 1 -311ND1 - 2 IRE VIRTICIL
NOT 11,0FIS1? VIIICIL12
NOV 108711112,11
NOV 1I,1?1 1P]
NOV CI,fY2TINPj
SUB C1,1! l cz : T12
NOV [cOUN?Iul]Cl Counter, -. Y2-11
NOV [SLOPI121,03 ;Sit Slope Code : 3
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NOV [FIISTI2],0 ; Set firstl2 to False
JiP ST?1T23

NOT VENT:

NOV AA[t1TlPI
NOV [TC9],L! ECOU : TITEUP
NOV ca,[3TnP]
Sol CI, ; EISTAIBLISK COUTER
PUS H ; SITE Y1
NOV U,[ZITINP]
NOV [LILT]IU ; LFLT and ILT : IlTEP
NOv jI lT] ,U
Pon1 C1NOV BI,[LFLT]

NOV C1,jITLT]
CILL 1OLII1 ; Set one pixel on TI line

SNLOOP: POP U ; Loop to set one pixel on
POP DI ; each line from 11+ to y3
ClP 11,0 ; thus drawing a vertical line
JA Wy
Jp FTREXIT

WHY: DEC 11
IlC DI
NOV [TCeRR],DI
PUSB DI
PUSH I1
NOV E1,[LFLT]
NOV CI,[RTLT]
CILL BORLIIE
JIP SKLOOP

301112: ; TiE LINE 1 -3 IS THE LEFT BORDER OF THE TRI RIGHT BORDER
IS FORMED BY LINE 2 - 3

NOV 11,01ST VIRTICAL12 ; This routine will return
NOV ROOTIII12,AI :12 as right limit
NOV U,2
NOV (ORIZI1L2],AI
NOV [SLOPE12],2 ; Set Slope Code to horisontal
NOV [FIRST12],0 ; Set Code for First12 to False

START23:
NOV U,SI ; AI:: 13
NOV 11,1
SuB IDI ; U :13 - 12 : D123
s VERT23 ; JON? IF LINE FRON 2 TO 3 IS VIIICAL
JS F09 ; JONP IF POSITIVE
le AI
BIG II ; Nie 1OR1E ICR FOR LINE 2 -3 NEGATIVE

709: NOV [1OR111123],DI
NOV l,[!2TIUNP]
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NOT Cl.(!3?INPI
SUB alaui a cz D!23
NOV [C061Y112J,Cl
Is 1011123 ; 2 - 3 IS NORIZ01711,

deli1,1
AL Flo ;DYDILON SLOPI
XCDG IXC 11IC110 DY 11D DI

NOT 11,101
NOV [5L0F123],IL ; Set code for high slope
NOV 31,01151? 1ISL0P123
Nov 10911112331I ; Sit 1OUTI1123 to IISLOPE23
JAl IOLY

Flo:
Nov BLO
NOV [SLOP123LISL ; Set code for LON slope
NOT 3IOFFSIT LONSLOPE23
NOV 10UY11123,DI

?1OLY: SIL all ;l C:: 2 * DY
NOV [VARIUC23]., ICI I 1FOR2 - 3: 2 DY
SUB C1,11
NOV [D123],C1 0113 :z (2 t DY) - 01
SUB C1,11 ;l C:: 2*(DI - DI)
NOV [V11211C231,CI VIR21IC23 :: 2*(DY-DI)
Jmp 0123

VE1T23: IOB 3i'1, LIII ?RON 2 ?O 3 IS VIRTICIL
NOV (1011ZI123],1I ;OI *o NCz :5 0
NOV DI,OFFSI? VN?1IC1L23
NOV ROUTIIE23,DI1
NOV [SL01123],3 ;Set Slope Code for Vertical
NOV BI,[Y2TINP]
NOV CI,[Y3TINP]
SUB C1,1I CI z D123
NOV [COUITIR2ICI
JNl D01123

101IZ23:
NoV DI,OFFSIT IORIZOIhL23
NOV t0?11923,DI
NOV [5L0P1231,2 ;Set Slope Code for Horizontal

01123:
NOT AL4[SLOPE12]
NOV IL,I1SLOP113]
CUP I1,O0

isPOSSPICC&SI JUMP to this label to check for
a possible special case

NOV (SPZCCASE]DO Otherwise set special case to false
CUP ALO ;Check to see if Line 1 - 21:s
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IsE?&T1 louslope. If loislope then imp
IN? CIECK23 ;go check line 2 - 3

POSSPICCASI: NOT (SPUCCASR],1
CUP ALPO if both lines are lolslope imp
JI CORld ; to continue checks
CUP RL,2 ;check to see if I - 2 is horizontal
all SITLISTl3 juip if not horizontal
NOT FIST13],l set firstl3 to true
IN? C11C123

COMEC: NOT 11,11011Z111131 ecmpare horizontal increments
NOV UZEIOKIzII12] ;jup if both lines are going the
CNP 11,81 ;the saue direction
J1UIIOIO

CILL LOISLOP9I2 ;Steps to set routine for I - 2
Nov BZ,[101111N12] ;to last
SUB 11,11
Nov fRtLY],kZ
NOV [SPICCAS11,O
NOV LIKS?121,0

SITLAST13: CALL LONSLOPI13 ;Steps to set routine for 1 - 3
Nov Ul,[I011Z1113] ;to last
SUB 11,1
Nov [LFLY] PAZ
NOV [FII5T131,O
IMP C1ICK23

SITLAST12: CALL LOWSLOP1I2 ;Steps to set r
NOV D11[NORIZI1l2]
Sol 11.1!
NOV [RTLT],U
NOV (?llST12],O
JUP CIICK23

UHI CKINLON:
NOT C1,[V1R2INCl3]
Nov A,[VAIIIC131
NOV 31,11 11HAK COPY OF TAIIIC13
SOB AI.CI
NOT CI,[(VllIIC12]
KUL C1

* NOT (LOUS11,aI
NOT [11081131D
NOT AICI NOTE VA1IN1C12 TO Al
NOT C1,[VA1211C12]
SuB AZ,C1
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NUL 11

is 10118111
jo LOIII82
AL LONflIS13

NOT [FIR3712],1
IN? SILA8T13

lOUS11R: NOv lI,[LOAIS11
01 1111l
Is POSICCISE

is LOVERIS13
CX? Bills

ALOVIRIS13
is 011CLII

LOVIRIS12: NOV [FIRST13],0
NOV EPIRST12],I
ZN? SE?LAS?13

LOWEIIS13: NOV [PIRS?13],1
ZIP SETLAST12

DIAGLINE: CALL LONSLOE13
NOV 31,[101111113]
SUB 11.11
NOV [LLT]1
NOY [PIRS?13],0
NOV [P!15T12]1
NOV [LAST23LO0
imp SThRTDRAN

POSNEOCASB: OR Bills
JIS L03111512
CI? 11,1
ic LOPIRIS13
Is DIAGLINE

myV (1113?13l,0

ZN? SITLISM1

C11C123: NOT [LAS123],0
NoV ILIfSLOP123J
CI? 11,1

NOTV IJSZCIcSI
CI? DLI1
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NOT AI,[EORIZINI3]
NOV 3Z, [101Z1123]
CliP 11,31
IN: STDRAW
Nov AL,[FIRST13]
CUP 1L,1
III S11170111
CALL LOISLOPE23
NOV 31A10R111123]
Sul 11,1
Nov 1RILTALI,A11
Nov [LIST23],1

DRAW TRIANGLE

STARDRAH:
NOV CI,(COUiER1]
CNP C11O
J: SECOIDIAL?
PUSH CI
Nov BDIALPLT]
NOV CI,[RYLT]
CALL IORLIKE
POP CI
DEC C1
Cli? C1,0

itSECONDRALFIC

L00P29:
NOV A! [ICUER]
liC AZ
NOV [!CURR] I

idea: PUSH CI
CALL ROUTIN113
CALL ROUII112
NOV B1,(LFLT]
NOV CI,[RYTVI
CALL IORLINE
POP CI
loop loop29

SECOIDEALPIEC:
NOv C1,[COVITER2]
CliP C110
JE LASTLIISP
NOV AI,1TCURR]

AINC 11

NOV [TCURI,AI
CALL ROU1?11E13
NOV BL,(FIRSTI2]
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CUP BL,O
izSECOIDNILY

CALL IOUTI112
NOV CXD(1?LT]
INP SICSKIP

SICONDIALP:
NOT CIITLLT]

SICSKIP: NOT Dl,[LVLT]
CALL NO11INI
NOv CI.[C0U1T132J
DEC CI
jU LASTLINI
USG LOOP30
JNp I11Z11?

LOOP30: PUSH CI
NOV IETCURRJ
iNC 11
NOV [TCURR] ,AX
CALL ROUT11113
CALL 100T11123
NOV II,[LILT]
NOV ClI[RTLTALT]
CALL DORLINI
POP CI
LOOP LOOP30

LASTLINI: NOV AI,[YCUR]
INC 11
NOV ICQOULAX
NOV BL,[FIRST13]
CNP BL,l
Ji TRISCASE
CALL IOUflIEN13
imp OTBILIII

LASTLIIISP: NOV I[!CUU]I
INC 11
NOV [1C5111,AI
NOV IL,[FIRST13]
CUP IL.1
JiZ ?IISCASISP
CALL 100TI1113
JNP OTIIRLIIISP

TIISCASESP: NOV AI,[I3TENP]
Nov [LILT] ,AZ
NOV BL,[SLOP1I2]
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CUP IL,O
all DUELIST
NOV BL,(FIRSTI2]
CUP 1L,1
all DRINLIST
CALL ROUTII112
JKP DRIILISTSP

OTSIRLINISP: NOV DI,EI2TUP]
CKP (RTT],1

DRIWLISTSP:
NOV BI,[LILT]
NOV Cl,[RTLT]
CALL HOWLIE
JUP FYREIIT

TRISCASE: NOV &I,[13TEKPI
NOT tLFLT]IX

OTIIRLINS: NOV BL,[LAST23]
CNP BL,1
JUS OTBIRCASE
Nov B1,[l3TENP]
NOV [RTLTILT],BI
JKP DRAWLAST

0111CIS11 CILL ROU'!11123

DRIE LIST:
NOV BX,[LFLTj
NOV CI,[RTLTALT]
CALL HORLINE

FTREIIT: POP DI
POP SI
RET

Fili~ri EEDP

Pu lTriC PROC xl:UORD,yl:UORD,x2:VORD,y2:WORD,x3:NORD,y3:uord,n:IYTB,o:bte,RNNbits:BTE
PUBLIC Fili~riC

This routine fills triangles that need to be clipped to fit inside the vindow
It is very similar to FiliTri except it checks to aake sure the piiel is inside
the wind., before it sets its color.

Order values so that Ti is T &in and T3 is!I mai
PUSi 3
PUSH DI
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Set fill color for this lime uig color code

NOV ALN ; AL :: fill colorttttt"t tt

NOV [COLOR],&L ; Color : fill colorttitttt tt

Noy IC0L10l],AL
NOV ILO
NOV [COLOR2],IL
CALL CONFIGGRAP
ION ALoAL

NOV [SLOP113],AL ; Set Il slopes equal to Zero
NOV [SLOPE12],AL
NOV [sLoPE23],AL
NOV A1,!1 move all I I I values to
NOV 81,Y2 to processor registers before
NOV CloY3 beginning sort.
NOV 81,11 Values are sorted from lowest to
NOV 111,12 highest I values. If Y values are
NOV $1,13 same then sort by lowest I value.
CUP X,BI BEGIN SORT
13 FOIC 1E0 TO CRICK TO ORDER BY I VALUES
JINS 02C REED TO REORDER

HEITC: CUP BICl
J1 F03C ; NEED TO CRCK TO ORDER BY I VALUES
JI F04C ; 1EED TO REORDER
imP ORDEREOC

FOIC: CNP O1DIX
JIS NEKYC ; ORDER IS OKAY IF Ii - 12 (: 0 ELSE GO

TO 102

F02C: ICIG AI,BI ; Exchange I and I values
ICIG DXIDI
imP IITC ; Go back and start on point Tuo.

103C: CUP SI,DI
JI ORDEREDC ; ORDER IS OKAY 1112 -13 ( 0 ELSE GO

TO 04
Y04C: ICIG ICI ; exchange I and I values

ICIG 0ISi
CUP AlBI
i3 ALUTCECKC
IS REORDERC
imP ORDIRE C

ALTC1ICKC: CP DIDI
IS ORDIREDC

REORDERC: ICIG AI,BK ; Exchange I and Y values
ICIG OIDI

ORDIREDC:
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NOV [TITUPI'11 ; save the correctly ordered
NOV [T2?ENP,1I ; I and I Values
NOV [T3t?J?,Cl

*NOT [I1TIMP],DI
Nov [12?UP1,DI
NOV [z3TENP],sI
Nov [10LT,0I ; Initialize left limit, right limit
NOV [RTL?],DZ ; right limit alternate, and I current
Nov [RTLTALT],DI
NOV ITC01U],AI

NOV 1ISI ; I: 13
Nov Bill
Sol AXDi U A 13 - 11: 113
J1 VERT13C ;JUMP IF LINE FROM 1 TO 3 1S VERTICAL
JIS F05C ;JUMP If POSITIVE
WIG Al
Vic 11 ;NAll 10311 11CIR 1,1 Lii 1-3 NEGATIVE

F05C: NOV IUORIIII13],BI
Nov 1YTEP
NOV Cl,(13TENP]
SUB CIDI ;C1 D113
J1 IORIZ13C
CNP CIAI

FO 16C B Y (DX LOW SLOPE
XCIG AXDCI ;EXCHANGE DY AND DI
NOV DL,01
NOV [SLOPE13jIL ;Set code for high slope
NOV 31,OFFS1? IISLOPE13
Nov 100?11113,1 Set Routinel3 to IISLOPE13
NOV [FIRST13],Q Set Firstl3 to false
JMP FO6ALTC

PC 6C:
NOV 31,0
Nov (SLOPEI3]LDL ; Set code for LON slope
Nov IZPOFFSET LONSLOPE13
Nov 0T?11113,II

FO6ALC: SIL C1'1 C1 I:: 2 t DY
NOV (VARIUC13],C I I1CR I FOR 1 -3 2 BY
Sul CIII!
Nov IDII3]LCl 0113 :: (2 * BY) -DI

SU1 CI,11 C; I:: 2t(DI - DI)
NOV [VAR21ICI31,CI TLVR21lCI3 :: 2*(DY-DI)
JNP STARTl2C

VEUTI3C: 101 3111 ; LINE FROM 1 TO 31IS VERTICAL
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NOmy11E1]3 ~~z~c
NOT 31,01781? VUicAL1
Nov 109111113,11
101 [BL0?11,3 SeBt Slops Cads 3
Nov ?IlS?13b10 ;Set Firstl3 to false
11? S?ARTI2C

I011113C: ; ILL MI l131 II 11IOIAL DIM LINE PI0N 1 - 3
NOV AId1lTU1P]
10v fRIlLY
CAP IDI
Is 100W
Nov 1311
CUP MIDI1
JIB 1000
Nov [YCURRLA&I ; CUER TITER?
Nov 8U,[I1YNP]
NOV C1,f 13111?]
CR? IXICI
is IOCIAIOE35
XCHG DZICI

IOCEIUCE35; NOV D1ITLI
CUP SIX0
JiS ALRIGE?29
NOV SIX

LLRIIGT29: NOV 11,111
CUP 11.5
JIS 1071010
JNP FIREXITC

1071030: CUP 11,C1
JIB ALLRIGHT30
NOV C1,AK

ALLRIGI?30: CUP CXDI
JIS GOANIADO
IP FREIIYC

G0131100: CALL 1ORL111

3000: imp FYRIIY1C

SUT12C:
10T It D1 H X: 12
NOV 1,1 :31 lorizoutal 12crevesut
NOV amim[iEP
553 1I,DI ; 1: 12 - 11 0112
it VIRT12C JUN? 11F L I ON O 02 IS VRTICAL
UNS 107C ION3? If FOSITIVE
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fie DI ; K 1111 1 3ICR FO1 LINE 1-2 NEGATIVE

FORC: NOT [103111112],BI
NOT 3x,(1YIMFJ

Sul CiPII C D112
MOV [COU?IR1],CI
j~l WOIC
JNP 1011ZI2C

love: CUP CZ,11
JL role 01D DI LOW SLOPE
IdaG hC ; RICIIIGE DY ID BE
N0T ILICI
NOT [ILO?1121,DL ; Set cods for kith slops
NOT 11,01P81 IISLO?112
NOT IOUT11112,BI
NOT [FIRS?12],0
JIP ?OSILYC

NOT ILPO
NOT [SLOPE12],BL ;Sst cods for LOW slops
NOT 11,01781? LONSLOPI12
NOV R00T11112,81

FOSILYC: SIL CI,1 ; Cl :: 2 * DY
ROY [VUIIIC12],CI ; lICI I1F011.-2 :2 2 DY
Sul C1,11
1OV [DI11,CI ; D112 :-- (2 1 DY) - 01
SUB C1,1I ; C1 ::2*(D! - DI)
Nov [VIR2IIC12],CI VIR2IIC12 :: 2'(DY-DI)
JRP SIR?23C

VI12C: 101 11,81 ;LINE FROM 1 TO 2 IS VERTICAL
NOT [10111111213II ;OI 10111CR 0
NOV AI,(UORIZI113]
CUP 11131

i0t BIVERYC I - 3 AND 1 - 2 IRE VERTICAL
ROY 11,0118IT YITICAL12
Nov 109TIIE12,1I
NOV IIITIMP]
NOT CI,[!2TINP]

NOV [COUITIR1],CI Coutsrl, : T2-11
NOT [SLOPI12],03 ;Sst Slops Cods z 3
N0T [FIRST121,O Sst FirstI? to Falss
JK? STAUT23C

DOTIVIRTC:
NOV AI,(Y11I
NOV CI,1137IUP)
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NOT DI I LT
wa Uilu
I lopIlITl

lOlOIY: NOV HART1

asi IIICI 2
low C1f112

Not (!C011I,11Ue ;C 711f?E
as CIU ISYULISK C@@iTt
Nol UI SATE Ti
Not IIl7?
NOT H1I
ci? l
asl 10POT03
top Al
IMP IIIYTC

U0?t03313: NOY D1,811
C 1111

i31 IOP3013V4
POP U:

NOPIt314:
NOV [L0L 1,11 LFLT and XTLY WITN?
NOV (ITLTJAI
Nol CI
NOV 11,,ML]
NOT CIJITLT]
CILL KILIIE S et ate pixel on TI. line

SNLOOC: POP Ul Loop to set one pixel on
POP DI l ack lime from 11+ to 13
CIP 11, tkau driving a vertical line
J1 WINC
mU FTUIYC

111C: DEc U
I1C DI
NOV [ C9cutiPI
Ponl U
nil A
HIT 3I,(LT]
NOT CI,(RT)
CALL NOILIIE
IP INLOOPC

NORIZIC: III ELLI1 1 -3 IS TM LIPT 10331 or Tm TUi iIGI 303111
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; IS FOReD IT LIi 2 - 3
NOT A1,OFFSET VIIICIL12 ; this routine will return
NOT R00I1112,I ; 12 as right limit
Nov U,2

Nov [101111112],L1
NOT [SLOPl2],? ; Set Slope Code to horizontal
NOT [FIRS12],0 ; Set Code for Firstl2 to False

StUi123C:

NOT U,3I ; U :: 13
Nov il~l

1;3 11,11 U 13 - 12 : 123
aI VER?23C ; JINP If LIi FO 2 TO 3 IS VERTICAL
Ns 11C ; JUMP If POSITIVE
ISO II
Io ; 1 10111 IICR FOR LIi 2 -3 IEGATIVE

109C: NO [ROIZI123],BI
NO 3I,[Y2?ENP]
MOT CI,[!37EMp]
SU CI ; C1 : DY23
ov [COTR21],CI
is 1011123C ; 2 - 3 IS HORIZONTAL
CP Cl,11
JL FOC ; DY (DI LON SLOPE
ECI ACI ; EICHAIGE Dy AID D

NOV BL,O1
my1 JSLOPE231,3L ; Set code for high slope
NOv 3Z,OFFSET ISLOP123
NOv RO0111E23,31 ; Set 1oT11123 to HISLOPE23
IMP Fl0ALtC

FIOC:

NOV 3L,O
NOV ISLOP123],3L ; Set code for LON slope
NOT JI,OFFSET LOISLOPE23
NOV 00T1123,31

FlOILTC: SIL Ci,1 ; C :: 2 * DY
NOv [VtIE11C23],CI ; IICR I FOR 2 -3 2 * DY
Sol C1,11

Nov [10231,CI ; 0113 :: (2 t DY) - DI
SUB CI,A ; CI :: 2'(DY - DI)
NOV [V12IEC23],C1 ; V1i21IC23 :: 2t(DI-DE)
INP D01123C

V1RT23C: o 31,11 ; LIIE FROM 21 O 3 18 VERTICAL
MO! [10111123],31 ; 1011: IC = 0
Nov D1,OS11 VIERTICLL23
NOV ROUTI1i23,D1
NOV [SLOPE23],3 ; Set Slope Code for Vertical
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101 3x,[12YEp]

NOv CI[3?EP]
SUB Caix ; C1 DT23
NOv [CO@1tf2],C
JIN 001123C

1011123c:
NO1 D1,01ST 1Oll11=L23
ROT OU?11123,DI
NOV [SLOPE23,2 ; Set Slope Code For loritontal

DO1123C:

NOV IL,[SLOP112]
NOT BLSLOPII3]
CUP BL,0
It POSSPICCASIC JUIP to this label to check for

a possible special case
NO1 [SPICCASE],o0 Otherwise set special case to False
CNP ,0 ; Check to see if Line I -2 is
It SILAS?12C louslope. If lovslope then jump
J1P CHICK23C go check line 2 -3

POSSPICCASEC.
NOV [SPECCASE],l
CRP AL,0 ; If both lines are lovslope jump
iZ COMIC ; to continue checks
CNP IL,2 ; check to see if 1 -2 is horizontal
JIZ SITLLST13C jump if not horizontal
NOT [FIRST13],l ; set firstl3 to true
JNP CRICK23C

CONTCIC: NOV A,(HORIZ1 131 ; compare horizontal increments
NOV B1,110I11I21 ; jump if both lines are going the
CUP 1,BI ; the same direction
I VVICI1OII01C

CALL LOISLOP112 ; Steps to set routine for 1 -2
NO BX,OIIlZI112] ; to last
SUB II
NOT 11,11 I301 [tLT],u
NO [SpCCSI],o
NOV [Fvt1s2],0

SIL$IS?13C: CILL LOUSLOPIl3 ; Steps to set routine for 1 -3
NOV BI,[10111113] ; to last
55 H 1.
Noy [Lm?],AI
NOV [FIRST13],0
JNP CIICK23C

SITLAS?12C: CALL LOISLOPE12 ; Steps to set r
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NOT R[01Z12
Sol 11111
NOT 111111'aZ
NOT (11187121,0
J0P CRICK23C

UICIOIILOUC:
NOT CI,[111211C13]
NOT U,[Tli13C131
NOT 11111 M RKS COPT OF TAUhIIC13
SIB u Az
NOT CI,[YARIIIC12]
KUL ex
NOT (LOISI],1I
NOT [IIAISI]1DI
NOV 1EICI NO TRO UIC2 TO it
NOT Cl,[Tli211C121
Sol ARCI
KUL at

NOY 3z,[miusl
CUP 11D
it! IOANSEOC
Ja LOVEIS12C
AL LOVIIIS13C
NOT [7135T13],0
NOY (FIES?12],1
I? BETLIST13C

ROANSVEiC: NOV II,[LOU1S1]
OR 11,1
is POSIEOC&SEC
OR 11,11
is LOWIRISL3C
CUP 111n
AL LOVIRIS13C
is DIAGLIREC

LOWUDI1S2C: NOY (FIE8?131,O
NOT j7115?121,1
JKl SITLIST13C

LOUURIS13C: NOT (FIRST13],1
JN? SITLIST12C

DIAGLIIC: CALL LOSSLOPI13
NOT 11,11011Z11113]
Sol 11,1
Nov ILL1,&1
NOT [111St13],O
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NOT [FIIST12J.I
NOT [LIST23bO0

POSIEOCASKC: 01 Ulu!
UIS LO3IRIS12C
cUP Uu
I0 LOUUISI13C
is DIAGLIIEC
Nov (FI1311
NOT [naIS?121 11
JUp SITLISY13C

CIECI23C: NOT [LAS?23],O
NOV 3Ld[SLOP123]
CAP DLDO
ill SThRTDRIVC

No? ILI cSE

Jll SYARYDUIC

NOV UJI0lIZ3123]

il SThR?DRAUC
NOV IL4VFIRST13]
cup IL,1
ill SYARYDUAIC
CILL LONSLOP123
N0T UI 01II1123]
SUB Ul,3
NOV [RLLT],1I
Nov (L1S?23]j1

DRI TRIHOILE

STARTDRAIC:
NOT CI,[COUIYER1]
CIP C110
i COSICOIDILIC

NOT DIFLYII

is~ 11,DI

NOV UJLPLTJ

NOV C1,31L?

ICIG 1,1C
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0UM9 NOT AITLI
Not 11D111

u 1,11
311 OMilo ; MP IF LIF? LIMIT IS 1IO17 Of LIF? SCHEEN
CM? CIII ; LILT is Opp SCRIIl so CRICK To SEEIF Ri 11

;LIMIT IS 0N SCUn
Is AIOVETOF ;jump It RICE? LIIT Is Off LEFT $IIE

Of mCRIi
NOV 11 U SET L0LT LIFT BORDER
CNP 111C1
INS DWIT?1 ;JUNP If 1101T LIMIT IS ON SCRIll
NOT C1,01 RIGHT LIMIT is0F of IGHT so MAKE LIMIT
IM? DRUMIT I;EQUAL TO 1I0ET of SCREEN TED ImNp

COSECOIDMALFC:
In? SECOIDEALFC

OUhiO: CUP SIX ;ClICK TO SEE IF LILT IS ON SCREEN
if$ ADOVETOP ;JUMP IF LIFT LIMIT IS 0ff 1ICIT SIDE
CIP DI,CI CICK 1T SIDE
I18 DRAWITI If IF TLT 15 01 SCREEN JUMP
NOT CI,D1 CHUGE RTLT TO RIGE? BORDER

DIITI: CILL KORLIME

ABOVETOP: FOP CI
DEC C1
CMP C110
it SECONDIALFINCC

LOOP29C:
?USK CI
CALL ROUTIMKI3
CALL ROUTIIE12
NOT AXID[TCURR]
INC It
NOT (TCUI],AIn
NOV OXT
CM? 1111
is ABOVETOP2
NOT BEADT
CMP DIXl
is BELOWBOT
NOV S1ILFLT]
NOV C1IDERTLY
CM? C1,31
IN 18 OnnI1
ICEc IICI

011119: Nov UITLI
NOV DlIIIR
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as5 01120 RD 11I LIP? LIIT? IS RION? 0f LIP? SCIll
CIP ClII 1, LiL? ISoff C Slso CICK TO sit if I011

LIIT? Is Of $CIRO
is IIOVmp02 RDUN I 1103?CI LII? Is Off LI? SIDI

Of IE
NOT Nixit ; I?L: Li?Noun
CUP 311CR
n13 l1ll1?2 RVil If 1143? LII? 18 01 SCHII
NOT CR31 ;I 1R3H LIIT IS Off 1B0T 50 Kin1 LIIT
UP? DWI1?2 [PA 103 RICK1? of ICiER HUI jai?

011120: MIP 11191 UREII ?0 siI IF LIL? 150 of RIO
UIS 1101E?12 11P I? LI?? LIIT? I Off 1101? SIDI
CI? DRICs ClICK 1? SIDE
US5 311112
NOV CRPDl ChlOE IT? O RICE? SOlDER

DII?2: CALL 10O1.ID1
1101O2: POP CR

loop 10OP21C

SECOIDIILFIICC:
NOT CR,(COUI?1R2]
UP? CRID
it GOL&SLINZSPC
CALL 10911113
N0T UJ.[CUEE]
Iic 1R
NOV [TCl],&R
Nov DL,[FIRS?12]
CUP IL,0
s SECOIDRILFC
CALL EOUI1112
Nov CR?L?1
UP? SlCSKIfC

C0L15?LIIESPC:
UP? LASLIIESC

1110110?: POP CR

iILOUIOIOpop:
aN? FRERIC

13CO3DIILFC:
Not CR,[lLIL]

SICSKIC: low IR,(LL]
NOT AX,(!CgRI]
Nov HR.?L
CU 11,11R
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is AID VETOP3
NOv DI IRI
CIP 01,11
is BELOVIOTIOPOP

CIP CII
IS OU129
ECHO 1ICI

01U129: Nov AZ,TLI
NOV DilI
cuP 11,11
I 01A130 ;JUMPIF LEft LIMIT IS RIGHT OF LIFT SCREEN
CM? CLI1 M? 1F I OFF SCREEN SO CHECK TO SEE If RIGHT

LIM is ON SCREEN
is IBOVETOP3 ;JUMP If RIGHT LIMIT IS Off LIFT SIDE

Of SCREEN
NOV JIM1 SET LFLT LEFT BOIDER
CUP DI,Cl
JIB DRUMT3 JUMP If RICHT LIMIT 1IS01 SCREEN
NOV CIIDI RIGHT LIMIT IS Off RIGHT SO NIKE LIMIT
JMP DRAIIT3 ;EQUAL TO RIOHT OF SCREEN THE JUMP

011130: CUP 31,D111 CHECK TO SEE IF LFLT IS O1 SCREEN
JUS IDOVETOP3 ;JUMP If LEFT LIMIT IS Off RIGHT SIDE
CMP MICE CHECK RT SIDE
INS DRAVfIT3 ;IF RTLT IS ON SCREEN JUMP
NOT ClDl CHANGE RTLT TO RIGHT BORDER

DRUMIT: CALL HORLINE
ADOVETOP3: NOV CZ,(COUITIR2]

DEC CE
isLASTLINEC

UNS LOOP30C
JUP FTREEITC

LOOP3OC: PUSH CE
CALL ROUTINE13
CALL ROUTINE23
Nov A14!CURR]
INC uI
NOV [IC0RRI 3A
NOV DET
CUP AIDEI
is AIOVETOP4
NoV D1,111
CUP DIIl
is BILONIOT21

NOT 11,101,T)
NOT CE4RITLTILT]
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CK? C,1I
IS 01AT39
XIC ICI

011139: Nov 11171,I
NOT 11,311
CMP Ulu a
asB 01140 ;JBMP If LIFT LIMIT IS RIOHT of LEFT SCREEN
CUP, Cu11 LILT is off SCREEN so CHECK TO s11 iF RICHT

LIMIT IS 01 SCREEN
is A3O!1T0P4 ;JUMP IF RIGHT UIT IS Off LIFT SIDE

,Of SCREEN
Noy 31,1 ; SI LFLT :LIFT BORDER
CUP DI, CI
JIS DRIIIT4 ; JUMP If RIGHT LIMIT Is ON SCREN
Nov CI,01 RIGHT LIMIT Is Of? RIONT SO MAKE LIM
am? 1I11T4 ;EQUAL TO RIGHT Of SCREE THI JUMP

ILOUIOT2l: POP CI
IM? FTREIITC

011140: CAP BI,D1 CHECK TO SEE IF LFLT IS ON SCREEN
535 11O!ITOP4 ;JUMP If LIFT LIMIT IS Off RIGHT SIDE
CUP DI,CI CRICK I? SIDE
JNS DRIIT4 ;If RTLT IS ON SCREEN JUMP
MOV CdID1 CHANGE RTLT TO RIGHT BORDER

DIUNIM CALL HORLINE
IDOVETOP4: POP CI

LOOP LOOP30C

LISTLINEC: MOT AID[YCURR]
INC 1I
NOY [Icon]IIIl
MO! DIIT
CUP 11I,11
is ISLONIOT2O
Nov IL,11TRS113]
CUP 81,l1
at FIIITloC
a"P THISCISEC

FIJI710C: CALL IOUTIN113
IMP OTIERLINIC

IILOWDOT2O: IM? FTRIITC

LASTLINIS1c: NOT AI41CUR
INC 11
NOT (1C41R1,1I
NOT 11I111!
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CNP DI.AI
is BILOVEO12
Nov BL,[1115TI1
CUP ULll
III TIISClSISPC
CALL ROQTIII13
IN? OTIIILIHISPC

TIISCASESPC: NOV AI,(X3TENPI
NOV [LILY] ,1I
NOT BL,[SLOPI12]
CNP HL,O
III DRIuLSYC
NOY W(,[IRST12]
CUP 11,11
III DRAULASYC
CALL IOUTINE12
UMp DRAVLASTSPC

OTHERLINESPC:
NOV 11IUTENP]
CUP [RTLT]DDX

DRAULASSPC:
NOV lDELILT1
Nov CII[RTLT]
CUP CZ,BX
JIS 01.149
ECHO BI,CX

011149: NOV AI,TLX
NOV DIDRI
CNP BIIIl
INS 011150 ;JUMP If LIFT LIMIT IS RIGHT OI LIFT SCREEN
CMI CIII ;LILT IS OFF SCREEN SO CHICK TO SEE If RIGHT

LIMIT IS ON SCREEN
is BELONDOT2 ;JUMP IF RIGHT LIMIT IS Off LIFT SIDE

;Of SCREEN
NOV 11,11 ;SIT LFLT :LIFT BORDER
CUP DEICI
INS DRAHIT5 JUMP IF RIGHT LIMIT IS501 SCRIN
NOV CI,DI ;RIGHT LIMIT IS 01F RIGHT SO MIKE LIMIT
IMP DRANIT5 ;EQUAL TO RIGHT Of SCREEN Till JUMP

011150: CUP 11,DI ;CHICK TO SEE I1 LILT IS801 SCREEN
IRS 8ELOWBOT2 ;JUMP IF LIFT LIMIT IS Off RIGHT SIDE
CUP DICI CRECK RT SIDE
IRS DRIIT5 If II RLT 18501 SCREEN JUMP
Noy CI, DX CHANGE RTLY TO RIGHT BORDER

DRAIITS: CALL HORLINE
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IILO1IOT2: JIP FYRIJYC

TUISCASIC: NOV AX,[Z3TIMP]

OTIIRLIIIC: NOT 3L1 5T23]
CUP 11,11
JII OTIR1CASIC
Nov 11,113TIM?]
Nov [RTL0A1,1,8
JNF DRALASYC

0TIERCISEC: CALL ROUTINE23

DRAULISTC:
Nov 3z,(LFLTI
Nov Cl, [RYLTALT]
CMP CI,11
JIS 011159
XCHG BZCI

011159: NOV Al, TLI
Nov DIBRX
CmP 111
INS 011160 ;JUMP If LIFT LIIT IS RICH? Of LIFT SCIull
CIP CLII1 ; LFLT IS Off SCREEN SO CHECK TO SEE If RICH?

LIMIT IS ON SCREEN
is FTIIITC ;JUMP If RICH? LIMIT IS Off LIFT SIDE

Of SCREEN
NOV 31,11 ;SIT LFLT LIFT BORDER
CUP DI,CI
iNS DRIV1T6 JUMP? If RIGHT LIMIT ISO01 SCullI
NOV CI,DI RICHT LIMIT IS Off RIGH? SO MAKl LIMIT
IMP DRIVIT6 ; QUAL TO RIGK? Of SCREEN Till JUMP

011160: CUP HIMD CHICK TO S1I IF LFLT IS 01 SCREEN
JIS F1REIITC ;JUMP If LEFT LIMIT ISO5 0 17RI! SIDE
CUP DI,CI CHICK RT SIDE
iS DRIVIT6 ;If RYL? ISO01 SCREEN IUNP
NOV CI,DI CHANCE RTLT TO RIGH? BORDER

DRARITS: CALL IORLINI

FTRIITC: POP DI
PP $I
RET

Filitric END?

Restore PROC

PUBLIC Restore
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Restores default graphics contoller state and returns to caller

I01 1,11 ;I:: 0, IL :: 0
OUT 01,11 ; restore Setlleset Register

INC 11 ; 1 :: 0, AL :: 1
00? 31,1 ; restore Rnablelleset Register

NOV IL,3 ; 0::O, L :: 3
OUT 01,11 ; AL :: Datlotate/Fuc Select reg I

NOV 11,O1Ob ; I :: lllllb, AL :: I
OUT 01,11 ; restore Bit Mask register

RET

Restore IDP

fillgindoe PROC PillColOr:byte,Rlibits:Byte
PUBLIC fillgindou

This routine fills a windov determined by TLY, TLU, BRY, El vith
the color set by the variable Fillcolor. The Rilbits variable sets
sets the controller to OR, 1o, or AID Logic the filling to the pixel
color that is already set.

preserve SI i DI

PUSH SI
PUSH DI

routine for Horizontal lines (slope : 0)

NOV AL,JILLCOLOR
NOV [COLORIBAL
CALL CONFIGGUPH
NOT AI,TLY
NOV 31,1B!
SuB 31,11 ;Establish counter
ADD 11,1
NOT [COOITIR1],BI ;SAVE COUNTER
NOV 1,TLI
tov cIAR
my [Ifltl],bz
Nov [rtltl],cz
CALL PIILDDR ; BE :: Bit mask

ES:ME -) video buffer
;CL :: I bits to shift left

NOV DI,3 ; 3S:31 -) video buffer
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NOV 51111 :31of sit mast for first byte

HOT BE ; BE: reverse bit mask for first byte
BEL 31,CL
BUT BE ; DIE bit mask for first byte

NOV CI,(lIh1]
BID CL,?
101 CL,7 ; CL:z nmber of bits to shift left
NOV DL,OFFh ; DL :: ushifted bit mask for rightmost

byte
IL DLCL ;DL :z bit mask for list byte

;determine byte offset of first and last pixel in the line

NOT 11'[00LT1

NOT CL.lyteOffsetShift

SIR U1,CL ; l: byte offset of 12
Sol IXICL ; 1: byte offset of 11
NOT CI,1I
SUB cx,81 C1: (gbytes in line) - 1

;get graphics controller port address into DI

NOV II,DI ; BE: bit mask for first byte
;IL ::bit mask for last byte

;tentative begin of loop save hi, cz,di,si

IorizLiWe: PUSH 11
PUSH CI
PUSH DI
PUSH SI

Nov DI,3C~h ; DI: Graphics Controller Port
NOV AL18 ; AL B: it Bask Register

;make video buffer addressable through 05:51

PUSH IS preserve DS

popH Is

Nov 1,01 ; 3:51 -) video buffer

;set pixels in lefteost byte of the line
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OR 81,33
JS L43? ; jum if byte aliped ( 11 is leftmost

; piel in byte
O CI,CI
Jil L42? ; jump if more than one byte in the line

AID 8L,!8 ; 1L :: bit ausk for 1st byte
JIP 51ORY L44?

L42?: NOT 1113 ; update graphics controller
0? DiolA ; A :: bit mask for lst byte

1OV1 ; update bit planes
DEC CI

use a fast 8086 machine instruction to draw the remainder of the line

L431: POP DS ; MAKE DIT SEGINT IDDRISSIBLE
NOV A1,llllllllb
PUSH DS ; PRESERVE DS
POSE iS ;HIKE VIDEO BUFFER ADDRESSIBLE THEMUGE DS:SI
POP DS
OUT DIX
REP NOVSB ; Drav line a byte at a time

set pixels in the rightmost byte of the line

L44Y: NOV I1,BL ; 11 :: bit mask for last byte
OUT DIl ; update graphics controller

NOVSB ; update bit planes

POP DS ; restore US

NOV CI,[COUNE1l]
DEC CI
il L555

Rove loop counter so it is preserved

Noy (COUIERlbCI

; POP REGISTERS TEAT wE saVED
POP SI
POP DI
POP CI
POP II

CRIME STAR? ADDRESS T0 Ill? LIIE
ADD DI,!YYESPERLIIE
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Iorz:Liumake in.uotbor pas a ist1. to fill

backgromd color

Nt ci
POP 11

Fillgisda OR?

os Us
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